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RECOGNISED COMMITMENT 

Our commitment is regularly praised by 
various reference organisations.

• All our vessels are Clean Ship and Clean Ship 
Super certified, the highest certifications 
awarded by Bureau Veritas.

• The German NGO NABU awarded us the title of  
the most environmentally friendly cruise company.

• PONANT is the first European cruise line to obtain 
the North American Green Alliance certificate. It 
attests to the adoption of environmentally friendly 
practices and technologies by its members.

• We also received the Palmes du Tourisme durable 
prize, ‘Travel’ category for the total elimination of heavy 
fuel oil in favour of low sulphur marine diesel (LSMGO).

• In 2021, Le Commandant Charcot was awarded 
the Expedition Cruise Ship of the Year Prize 
at the 15th Seatrade Cruise Awards.

To find out more, visit
en.ponant.com/sustainable-development 
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KG

All of the carbon emissions
of our cruises are offset

by reforestation and renewable
energy production projects.

of waste
and wastewater

sorted and treated
on board.

10,000 kg
of single-use  

plastics
avoided in 2019.

All our ships are fitted with,
or are in the process of

being fitted with, electrical
connections for linking
to local networks at the
quayside, and to avoid
any emissions into the

atmosphere.

electricity savings
thanks to LED bulbs  

on board.

cruise company in
the world to abandon

heavy fuel oil.

200 fewer plastic bottles per day 
thanks to the glass bottling system  
on board Le Commandant Charcot.

Read about our
environmental commitments

from A to Z.

100%

1st75%
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HYBRID PROPULSION 

• Use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and electric batteries: 
25% less carbon emissions, 85% less nitrogen oxide 
emissions and 95% less fine particle emissions

• The largest battery bank ever used on a cruise ship 
• The only ship in the world that is genuinely autonomous 

for a period of one and a half months using LNG thanks 
to two x 4,500 m3 tanks

RECYCLED ENERGY 

Blue Lagoon baths and benches 
on the promenade deck heated  
by recycled energy generated  
by the ship’s  
propulsion

 

DRINKING WATER  

Production and bottling of 
drinking water on board  
in glass containers 

MOST POWERFUL AZIPODS
IN THE WORLD 

• Forward and reverse manoeuvres  
handled by these 360 ° propulsion units

• Exceptional safety and manoeuvring 
capabilities in ice
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PC2 SHELL  

This vessel is the only passenger ship in the 
world with a PC2 polar class shell, ensuring 
total safety and the ability to travel through 
channels inaccessible to other expedition 
ships 

CONTROLLED ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
• Optimisation of navigation routes thanks to 

custom-developed software
• Energy management systems
• Ship speed limitation

RESPECTFUL TOWARDS MARINE ECOSYSTEMS

• Bottom and sea creature detectors
• Electronic positioning system without the need for 

anchoring in protected areas
• Ballast water processing
• Reduced noise and vibrations

Le Commandant Charcot has the Clean 
Ship label. This is the highest certification 
awarded by the Bureau Veritas organisation, 
guaranteeing reduced atmospheric emissions 
and water and waste processing. 

As with the other ships in the PONANT fleet,
the following is as standard: 

• Recycling and traceability of waste 
(glass, cardboard, hard plastics, and 
metal): they are compacted and kept in 
a cold store, then they are unloaded and 
processed by specialised companies.

• The treatment and recycling of seawater 
(ballast water, grey water, etc).

• We use LED bulbs on board for a 75% 
reduction in energy consumption.

• Electrical quay connection: no atmospheric 
emissions when the vessel is moored 
in ports that are equipped.
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On the occasion of the Palmarès Contract 2021  

prize awarded by L’Ameublement Français,  

Le Commandant Charcot was awarded first prize  

in the “Ambassador” category, which recognises 

French expertise in interior design, in collaboration 

with Ligne Roset and Jean-Philippe Nuel. 
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WELLNESS & RELAXATION   

• Enjoy the benefits of the cold in the Snow Cabin 
(Siku, which mean snow in the Inuit language) 
following a treatment at the Spa (Nuan, well-being, 
happiness) or the Sauna (Ikuma, burning heat).  

•  Relax in the Winter Garden by the indoor pool 
(Imaq, sea water) and contemplate the polar 
landscapes through the panoramic windows, all 
while enjoying a fruit cocktail from the Detox Bar.  

• Access the Cigar Lounge, one of the ship’s 
most exclusive areas, and indulge in a selection 
of fine cigars and premium spirits. 
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OUTSIDE  

• Laze in the warm waters of the Blue Lagoon 
outdoor pool (heated to 27-37°C via energy 
recovery technology) and enjoy the breath-
taking view.  

• Stroll the end-to-end promenade deck, 
which allows you to make a complete 
tour of Le Commandant Charcot — a rare 
feature on a passenger ship. Take a break 
on one of the heated benches and observe 
the wildlife through two Swarovski Optik 
spotting scopes.  

• From the bow, which can be easily 
accessed via the heliport, experience the 
unforgettable sensation of solitude within 
the vast Arctic and Antarctic landscapes.
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On deck 5, you’ll find the ILLU (which means house 

in Inuit) boutique space designed by architect 

Jean-Michel Wilmotte. The Boutique Manager will 

provide you with personalised advice on how to 

make the most of the cosy experience on board and 

the polar adventure during your explorations.  

Check out our partner brands: The North Face, Garmin, 

Swarovski Optik, Vuarnet, Icebreaker, Black Diamond and 

Suunto — all offering cutting-edge technical accessories 

— Eric Bompard, offering socially and environmentally 

responsible ready-to-wear pieces for comfortably 

strolling aboard the ship, as well as a collection of Dodo 

jewellery and Ulysse Nardin watches — two Kering partner 

brands selected for their suitability for polar sailing.  

A range of souvenirs for young and old as well as a 

selection of reading material on each destination 

is also available, including guidebooks, beautiful 

photo books, novels and adventure stories. 

Bring back unique memories and share the magic 

of Le Commandant Charcot experience. 
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SEA KAYAKING ONBOARD  LE COMMANDANT CHARCOT

• Arctic – Antarctica 

• 20 guests per outing 

• Pre-booking mandatory before embarkation 

• Activity free of charge 

• Provided equipements: kayak, paddles, gloves, kayak slippers 

neoprene dry-suits with marker, lifejacket, waterproof bag 
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     ONBOARD LE COMMANDANT CHARCOT

• Arctic eastern Greenland at the start of the season 

(May) 

• 20 to 30 passengers (two per sled, accompanied by 

an Inuit guide/driver)  

• Pre-booking required before boarding  

• Activity included in your cruise 
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SHOWSNOEING AND
HIKING ONBOARD
LE COMMANDANT CHARCOT

• Arctic — Antarctica (except from January 
to the end of the season*) 

• 20 guests per outing 

• Activity free of charge 

• Equipment provided: boots, hiking sticks 
and snowshoes 
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ONBOARD LE COMMANDANT CHARCOT

Ice fishing 

• Arctic, early season only 

• 10 guests per outing 

• Activity free of charge 

• Equipment provided: fishing rod, 

lures

Polar plunge 

• Arctic — Antarctica 

• One person at a time 

• Activity free of charge 

• Equipment provided: harness 

connected to a lifeline

Ice floating 

• Arctic — Antarctica 

• 10 guests per outing 

• Pre-booking mandatory before embarkation 

• Activity free of charge 

• Equipment provided: survival waterproof 

polar suit 
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      ONBOARD LE COMMANDANT CHARCOT

• Arctic — Antarctica 

• 10 passengers per zodiac 

• Activity free of charge 
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DO YOU SPEAK GREENLANDIC?

Hello: Kutaa

Goodbye: Inuulluarit

Please: Ikinngutinnersumik

Thank you: ujan

Yes / No: Aap / naamik

You're welcome, with pleasure: Illillu

How are you? Qanoq ippisi?

Good thanks, and you?  

Ajunngilanga, qujanaq, ippit?

My name is…: …imik ateqarpunga 

Arctic: the basics
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CULTURE
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Despite its extreme environment, 
the Arctic is home to a variety of 
indigenous populations. They live in 
the northern region of the Arctic Circle, 
where there is no natural border or 
politics to define its limits. Jonathan 
Zaccaria, head of expeditions aboard 
Le Commandant Charcot, takes us 
to meet these fascinating people. 

A LITTLE GEOGRAPHY 

The different communities in the Arctic, such as 
the Inuits, the Sami and the Yakuts, are indigenous 
peoples living in the interior and edges of the Arctic 
Circle, a region spread across seven countries: Russia 
(Siberia), the United States (Alaska), Canada (the 
northwest and Nunavut), Denmark (Greenland) and 
the northern areas of Finland, Sweden and Norway 
(including the Svalbard archipelago). “All these 
different peoples have their own language, culture 
and traditions,” says Jonathan Zaccaria. “Today, there 
are about 600,000 people living in the far north.” 

A LITTLE HISTORY 

Our ancestors, who appeared in Africa about 
200,000 to 300,000 years ago, left there in order 

to occupy new lands. The widely accepted theory 
is that they migrated towards Siberia in order to 
reach Alaska. “About 12,000 to 40,000 years ago, 
during a glacial period, the sea levels were lower 
and the polar ice sheets were gigantic,” explains the 
expedition leader. “They crossed this area on foot, 
or they sailed along the coast. Then, at the end of 
the glacial era, about 10,000 years ago, the melting 
of the ice provided a way of settling in new areas. 
Some of them headed to the south of the American 
continent, while others went northwards, probably 
following the animals they hunted.” Around the year 
1000, the people of the Canadian Arctic began to 
colonise Greenland by passing across the natural 
bridge formed by the Smith Strait and the Kennedy 
Passage (which are now frozen during winter). 

A LITTLE BIOLOGY 

Living beings have three ways of reacting to 
environmental change: adaptation, migration or 
extinction. Natural selection means that certain 
characteristics provide an advantage for living in 
extremely hostile surroundings. “The Arctic peoples 
tend to have a more stocky shape, which reduces the 
area exposed to the cold and therefore minimises the 
loss of energy,” Zaccaria adds. “The stomachs of Inuit, 
for example, have adapted to digesting fermented 
meat, such as kiviak (made from auks that are packed 
inside a sealskin), which can be toxic for other people.” 
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A LITTLE CULTURE 

The Arctic peoples were originally nomadic, as the 
fauna that provided them with meat, fuel and skins 
for clothing were dispersed in different areas. “In 
Canada and Greenland, the Inuit moved around 
as they hunted sea mammals,” explains Zaccaria. 
“In Europe and Siberia, nomads followed the 
herds of reindeer, which they used to hunt, before 
later domesticating them. Today, their owners 
still move their livestock from winter to summer 
pastures, often travelling up to 1,000 kilometres.” 

Westernisation and a sedentary lifestyle were forced 
on these historically nomadic people by governments 
in their respective areas. “The modernisation of our 
world has not yet erased all trace of Inuit culture. 
While these people still subsist essentially on hunting 
and fishing, albeit using modern techniques, some 
of them maintain their ancient traditions: hunting 
narwhals from a sealskin kayak, wearing clothes 
made from bear fur, etc. But what will they have 
become 500 years from now?” wonders Zaccaria. 

A LITTLE ECOLOGY 

Climate change, along with marine and atmospheric 
pollution, have also made an impact on Arctic 
populations, as the region is warming two or three 
times faster than the rest of the planet. “With just one 
degree more, the water cycle and changing of the 
seasons is affected. The melting of the permafrost 
(ground that is normally frozen) is making their 
homes unstable, and the distribution of wild animals 
has been seriously disrupted. The disappearance 
of sea ice, which is occurring increasingly early 

and is accelerating during the summer, is opening 
up new areas to navigation and making new 
resources available. These are all issues that bring 
together governments’ interests, tensions and 
the future of indigenous people in the Arctic.” 

A LITTLE PHILOSOPHY 

Today, that future can only be discussed in the 
conditional tense. However, there is still plenty  
to learn from their way of life. For Zaccaria:  
“The peoples of the Arctic teach us: 

• to live independently: nature provides 
them with food, warmth and clothing;  

• to make connections within a tightly-knit 
community: every hunter shares their 
bounty with the rest of their community; 

• to live with the times and reconnect with 
nature: their activities are in tune with the 
cycle of the seasons, animals and the sun; 

• to live in peace and harmony: the extended 
family and the community play just as important 
a role in children’s education as their parents.” 
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At the genesis  
of the French polar expeditions  

Le Commandant Charcot offers new possibilities: 

the exceptional history of French polar 

expeditions is unveiled during an adventure into 

the heart of the territories on the East coast of 

Greenland. In this season, where a thick layer 

of ice protects access to the shores and the 

day stretches into infinity, set off to discover 

a wild land in the footsteps of the illustrious 

Jules de Blosseville, Jean-Baptiste Charcot or  

Paul-Émile Victor. In the Ammassalik region, 

the light of the midnight sun dresses the huge 

glaciers, winding fjords, gigantic icebergs and 

plates of sea ice. Here, the rays that skim the 

horizon offer a magical palette of blue, magenta, 

purple and pink. 

In this magnificent setting, time seems to stretch 

on as a magical spell is cast. Further north lies 

Blosseville Coast, discovered by the eponymous 

lieutenant in 1833, during a journey that led to 

his disappearance. This resulted, two years later, 

in the setting up of one of the largest French 

exploration missions. In D’Aunay Bay and the 

Ittoqqortoormiit region, even further north, you 

will journey deep into a hostile but peaceful  

world of ice, which is silent yet home to incredibly 

rich wildlife. 

REYKJAVÍK

ICELAND

Ammassalik
Region

GREENLAND

Blosseville
Coast

Ice �oe
Ittoqqortoormiit

Region

Nansen
Harbor

Kangerlussuaq (East Greenland)

D’Aunay Bay

Storo Island

NEW
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Reykjavík • Reykjavík  

30th April 2022 — 11 days / 10 nights   

From €13,250

HIGHLIGHTS

• Set off on the trail of the great explorers  

who attempted to navigate the eastern coast 

of Greenland, a region that long remained 

isolated due to being hard to reach.  

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team  

of experienced naturalist guides.  

• An encounter with the Inuit people to  

share their springtime traditions including 

dog sledding, an activity thought up  

with our hosts.  

• The Blosseville Coast and its ice cap that 

comes straight from the North Pole.  

• The landscapes: alpine landscapes, polar  

ice cap, fjords, icebergs, glaciers, patches  

of ice floe drifting from the North Pole.  

• The wildlife: polar bears, seals, Arctic foxes 

and hares, sea birds.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar diving,  

cold-water swimming, dog sledding, 

participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Discovering the Northeast 
Greenland National Park    

Welcome to the world’s largest National Park, 

in the heart of the splendid north-east coast of 

Greenland. Le Commandant Charcot will enable 

you to explore one of the most difficult regions to 

access in the Far North, in the spring, when the 

snow and the ice still envelop the landscapes 

of these northern lands. On your route, you will 

discover the region of Ittoqqortoormiit whose 

inhabitants, the Inuit, will be your hosts for a brief 

sharing around their ancestral traditions. You will 

then set sail towards the Northeast Greenland 

National Park, a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve 

and a dreamlike world where magically coloured 

alpine landscapes mingle with immense 

glaciers. The season is perfect for observing 

the local inhabitants: charismatic polar bears, 

colonies of musk oxen, Arctic foxes and hares, 

sumptuous orcas and the many sea birds. 

Before returning to the Icelandic coastlines,  

Le Commandant Charcot will attempt to reach, 

with humility, the north of the National Park and 

the remote shores of Île-de-France. Discovered 

in 1905 by the Duke of Orléans, it is characterised 

by the thick ice pack that covers it, coming from 

the North Pole, a result of the Transpolar Drift.  

This is a voyage in search of meaning, at the 

boundaries of the known world. 

Ice �oe

ICELAND

GREENLAND

REYKJAVÍK

Northeast Greenland
National Park

Dodmansbugten Danmarkshavn

Myggbukta

Ittoqqortoormiit
Region

Île-de-France

NEW
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Reykjavík • Reykjavík  

10th and 22th May 2022 — 13 days / 12 nights     

From €16,730

HIGHLIGHTS

• Discover the largest National Park in the world 

— a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve —  at the 

magical moment when nature wakes up.  

• The outings and shore visits in a zodiac 

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team of 

experienced naturalist guides.  

• An encounter with the Inuit people to share 

their springtime traditions while ice cover  

is still extensive.  

• Visit the old Norwegian trapper cabins.  

• The landscapes: mountains, fjords, glaciers, 

icebergs, ice floes, hummocks, tundra, cliffs, 

polar ice cap.  

• The wildlife: polar bears, narwhals, seals, 

musk oxen, Arctic foxes and hares, orcas,  

sea birds.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, dog sledding, participative 

science. 

10th May 2022 departure: cruise  
in collaboration with National Geographic 

Expeditions with a Photographer and  
an Expert onboard.

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Polar Odyssey between North East 
Greenland & Spitsbergen

The exceptional is now within reach: explore the 

east coast of Greenland by following the ice to 

the majestic lands of Spitsbergen. Experience 

the intense emotions of a journey to the edges of 

the Earth, in the wake of the great explorers and 

Norwegian trappers. Greenland and the Scoresby 

Sund region will open the doors to a white 

and immaculate world — that of Jean-Baptiste  

Charcot — where poetry seeps from the snow-

capped peaks, the gigantic fjords and the 

ice floe glints from the suns of the ray. In the 

Northeast Greenland National Park, you will 

plunge into the vastness of the polar territories, 

like in one of Jørn Riel’s series of Arctic tales, 

between the ochre of the bare and jagged cliffs 

and the deep blue of the northern waters. Polar 

bears and musk oxen observe you from afar. 

Much further north, the former haunt of whalers, 

the Nordvest-Spitsbergen National Park, will 

welcome you. Today, the different species of 

cetacean have recolonised their territories and 

walruses bask on their blocks of ice. Between the 

Kongsfjorden glaciers devouring the landscapes  

of Spitsbergen and the international research 

base in Ny-Alesund, Spitsbergen reserves its 

finest treasures for you.  

Ice Floes

ICELAND
REYKJAVÍK

Northeast Greenland 
National Park

Scoresby
Sund

Nordvest-Spitsbergen 
National Park

GREENLAND Kongsfjorden

Flight Paris

King Oscar Fjord
Franz-Joseph Fjord

LONGYEARBYEN
NORWAY

NEW
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Reykjavík • Longyearbyen    

3rd June 2022 — 13 days / 12 nights 

Included in your cruise: transfer to the airport  

and Longyearbyen — Paris flight.      

From €18,700

HIGHLIGHTS

• An all-new cruise between Greenland and 

the island of Spitsbergen, to discover the 

history of the great explorers and Norwegian 

trappers, in unexplored landscapes. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team  

of experienced naturalist guides.  

• An encounter with the Inuit people to share 

their springtime traditions while the ice cover 

is still extensive.   

• Sail in Spitsbergen’s fjords and towards  

the ice floe.  

• Landscapes: fjords, mountains, ice floes, 

glaciers, icebergs, tundra, cliffs, polar ice cap.  

• Wildlife: polar bears, narwhals, seals,  

musk oxen, Arctic foxes and hares, walruses, 

orcas, Svalbard reindeer, sea birds.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, participative science.

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Exploring Nordaustlandet  

Head for the edge of the world and the remote 

territories from the North of Spitsbergen 

to the legendary Nordaustlandet. Aboard  

Le Commandant Charcot, you will be the 

privileged guests of this region, inaccessible 

to traditional cruise ships at this time of year. 

Surrounded by a setting of ice cut into by 

fjords and punctuated by icebergs, in search 

of the mythical ice floe, let yourself give in to 

the sensations that the polar world inspires. 

The adventure will take you to Europe’s 

largest ice cap, the kingdom of polar bears 

and to the easternmost island of the Svalbard  

archipelago — Kvitoya, the white island — 

home to walruses. Your cruise around the  

Nordaustlandet will end on a high in the Hinlopen 

Strait, a sound separating the two main islands of 

Svalbard. Here, the basalt islets hide an incredibly 

rich marine ecosystem including myriad sea 

birds nesting on the gigantic cliffs. Finally, your 

odyssey, which will reach 80 degrees north 

latitude, will take you into the heart of one of the 

most impressive fjords in Svalbard, Isfjorden, 

where many species of cetaceans have chosen 

to live.  

Greenland Sea
NORWAY

Ice Floes

Flights Paris

Kongsfjorden

Nordvest Spitsbergen
National Park 

Spitsbergen

Isfjorden

Nordaust
Svalbard

Nature Reserve

LONGYEARBYEN

Kvitoya

Hinlopen
Strait

Nordauslandet

NEW
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Longyearbyen • Longyearbyen   

15th June 2022 — 9 days / 8 nights 

Included in your cruise: transfer to the airport  

and Paris — Longyearbyen return flights.      

From €14,650

HIGHLIGHTS

• Discover the riches of Svalbard, an isolated 

and preserved territory. 

• Outings and shore visits in zodiac inflatables 

or hovercraft* with a team of experienced 

naturalist guides.  

• Immersion in the ice floes. 

• Circumnavigation around Nordaustlandet, 

land of ice and the largest ice cap in Europe.  

• Discover Kvitoya, the white island, covered  

by the ice cap.  

• Sail in the Hinlopen Strait between 

Spitsbergen and Nordaustlandet.  

• The landscapes: ice floes, jagged mountains, 

icebergs, ice caps, steep-sided valleys,  

sheer cliffs, huge glaciers.  

• The wildlife: polar bears, walruses,  

Arctic foxes, Svalbard reindeer, cetaceans, 

sea birds.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, participative science.     

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Polar immersion in Svalbard

More than a cruise, experience a real odyssey 

during a captivating circumnavigation in the 

heart of the legendary and preserved territory 

of Svalbard. Thanks to Le Commandant Charcot, 

you will sail right into a territory that is impassable 

for traditional cruise ships during a season 

when ice is still omnipresent. After crossing the 

sublime landscapes of Kongsfjorden, you will 

enter the waters of the Nordvest-Spitsbergen 

National Park. The polar desert is only just 

beginning. The Nordaustlandet, the Nordaust-

Svalbard Nature Reserve, the white island of 

Kvitoya, the Hinlopen Strait… These distant 

regions feature countless riches and treasures 

begging to be explored. Your circumnavigation 

of the archipelago, Norway’s northernmost, will 

take you to visit the Søraust-Svalbard Nature 

Reserve, the second-largest protected area in 

the country. Covered in ice, its arid appearance 

hides rich biodiversity. An Important Bird Area, 

it is also home to cetaceans, Svalbard reindeer 

and Arctic foxes.  

Greenland Sea

NORWAY

Ice Floes

Flights Paris

Barentsoya

Edgeoya

Nordauslandet

Kongsfjorden

Nordvest Spitsbergen
National Park 

Nordaust
Svalbard

Nature Reserve

Soraust
Svalbard

Nature Reserve

Isfjorden LONGYEARBYEN

Kvitoya

Hinlopen
Strait

Hornsund

Spitsbergen

NEW
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Longyearbyen • Longyearbyen   

28th June 2022 — 11 days / 10 nights 

Included in your cruise: transfer to the airport  

and Paris — Longyearbyen return flights.      

From €17,820

HIGHLIGHTS

• Circumnavigation Svalbard, an isolated and 

preserved territory. 

• Outings and shore visits in zodiac inflatables 

or hovercraft*.  

• Discovery of Nordaustlandet (North East 

Land), land of ice and Europe’s largest  

ice cap.  

• Discover Kvitoya, the white island, covered  

by the ice cap.  

• Exploring the South East Svalbard Nature 

Reserve, Norway’s second largest  

protected area.  

• Sail in the Hinlopen Strait between 

Spitsbergen and Nordaustlandet.  

• Landscapes: ice floes, mountains, icebergs, 

ice caps, steep-sided valleys, glaciers.  

• Wildlife: polar bears, walruses, Arctic foxes, 

Svalbard reindeer, cetaceans, sea birds.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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The Geographic North Pole

Heading for 90 degrees North! The North Pole 

has been a source of inspiration, fascination, and 

attraction since the dawn of time. This impossible 

and mythical ‘elsewhere’ lets itself be coveted. 

What if Le Commandant Charcot achieved this 

absolute pinnacle adventure, by enabling you — 

perhaps — to tread on this virtually unattainable 

point? Following in the footsteps of the explorers  

who once tried to approach these elusive 

parts, where the infinite ice floes unfold and  

700 kilometres (435 miles) from any land, you are 

part of the  chosen few to attempt the odyssey. 

From Spitsbergen, you will sail the northern 

waters, at the edges of the Earth, where the 

landscapes change constantly according to the 

ice and the plays of light. Nature reigns supreme 

here, sheltering abundant wildlife: polar bears, 

Arctic foxes, seals or even whales will be your 

hosts. Your discovery of this silent world, frozen 

by the cold, will continue as you attempt to reach 

the Grail of all polar explorers: the North Pole! 

Swept by the winds and the currents, the ice floe 

is constantly drifting and the master of your ship 

will have to manoeuvre carefully and with great 

humility in an attempt to reach the northernmost 

point of our planet.  
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Longyearbyen • Longyearbyen   

8th & 23rd July; 7th August 2022 — 16 days / 15 nights 

Longyearbyen • Reykjavík    

22nd August 2022 — 16 days / 15 nights 

Included in your cruise: transfer to the airport  

and Paris — Longyearbyen return flights.      

From €32,800

HIGHLIGHTS

• Be among the few people in the world  

to go in search of the Geographic North Pole!  

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac inflatable 

or hovercraft* with a team of experienced 

naturalist guides.  

• Landscapes: ice floes. In Spitsbergen,  

jagged mountains, steep-sided valleys,  

sheer cliffs. 

• Wildlife: polar bears, Northern fulmar,  

ivory gull, seals, whales.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking  

or snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, participative science.   

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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The Northwest Passage

Explore the expanse of the Arctic world during 

an extraordinary polar odyssey that will take 

you from Iceland to Alaska, via the mythical 

Northwest Passage. Le Commandant Charcot, 

will take you to a literal labyrinth of icy channels, 

inaccessible to traditional ships. The Hudson 

Strait, Fury and Hecla Strait, and Bellot Strait, all 

legendary names, follow one another and will 

plunge you, like modern-day explorers, into one 

of the most mythical sagas of polar exploration. 

In untamed and wild nature, you will have the 

privilege of sailing along Greenland. On your 

route, you will visit an Inuit village and be able to 

contemplate Banks Island, famous for the wreck 

of HMS Investigator lying offshore and also for its 

National Park with its abundant fauna, home to 

the world’s largest concentration of musk oxen. 

Beyond the Arctic Circle, your senses will truly 

come alive  as you become captivated by the  

sight of the glistening ice floes, blue-tinged 

glaciers, rugged mountain chains and rolling 

tundra. Long fantasised about before being 

discovered at the beginning of the 20th century, 

the Northwest Passage promises you a trip that  

is synonymous with going back to basics. 
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Croslsing the Northwest Passage to  

discover the most remote places and most 

iconic waterways of this legendary maritime 

zone, accessible only onboard  

Le Commandant Charcot.  

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac inflatable 

or hovercraft* with a team of experienced 

naturalist guides.  

• Visit a traditional Inuit village at the entrance 

to the Fury and Hecla Strait.  

• Exploration of the Aulavik National Park, 

renowned for the largest concentration  

of musk oxen in the world.  

• Landscapes: vast expanses of ice floe, 

myriads of jagged islands, blue-toned 

glaciers, mountain chains, expanses  

of tundra, vertiginous walls.  

• Fauna: Arctic foxes, sea birds, narwhals, 

belugas, walruses and the possibility of 

seeing polar bears.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking or 

snowshoeing, ice fishing, polar plunge,  

ice floating, participative science. 

Reykjavík • Nome   

7th September 2022 — 25 days / 24 nights 

Included in your cruise: transfer to the airport  

and Nome — Seattle flight.      

From €44,350

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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GLOSSARY

The Roaring 40s and the Furious 50s: names 
for the latitudes between the 40th and 60th 
parallels in the Southern hemisphere, where 
the winds are particularly violent.

Beyond the 60th parallel, it is customary to 
refer to them as the Shrieking 60s.

Ice shelf: segment of pack ice attached to the 
coast and formed by the advancing sea of a 
glacier. It rests on the ocean. These shelves 
can reach several hundred metres thick and 
several hundred kilometres wide. Chunks that 
detach from them are icebergs.

Ice sheet or polar cap: glacier that covers 
the ground and that may get up to several 
kilometres thick. It can extend over the sea by 
forming ice shelves. There is the Antarctic Ice 
Sheet and the Greenland Ice Sheet.

Tabular: huge iceberg of rectangular or square 
shape.
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The Emperor Penguins  
of Bellingshausen Sea  

Beyond Peter I Island and Charcot Island, this 

exceptional polar odyssey will take you into 

the heart of the Bellingshausen Sea. Named in 

honour of the eponymous Russian admiral who 

discovered Antarctica in 1820, this sea in the 

Southern Ocean is covered in ice for much of the 

year, making it difficult to reach and practically 

unexplored. The reward matches the sailing 

challenge: the possibility of seeing magnificent 

emperor penguins, a species endemic to 

Antarctica and unique in the world particularly 

because of their size and weight that make them 

the largest penguins of all. An encounter with 

these elegant and majestic birds will guarantee 

intense emotions in the heart of an environment 

where you will discover ice in all its forms. Glaciers, 

icebergs, ice floes and ice shelves surround you, 

offering up a magical sight of endless white. The 

southern continent, a land full of extremes, will 

let you feel its force and its fragility during an 

unforgettable trip. 
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Punta Arenas • Ushuaia   

30th October 2022 — 15 days / 14 nights   

Ushuaia • Ushuaia    

13th November 2022 — 15 days / 14 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Santiago  

in a 5* hotel, transfer before embarkation  

and flights from/to Santiago.    

From €20,820

HIGHLIGHTS

• A unique opportunity to contemplate emperor 

penguins at the end of the austral winter. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team  

of experienced naturalist guides.  

• Lectures and information sessions hosted  

by our naturalist guides. 

• Approach two islands beyond the Antarctic 

Polar Circle. 

• The landscapes: glaciers, icebergs, thick  

ice floes, ice shelves. 

• The wildlife: emperor penguins, humpback 

whales, Adélie penguins, Weddell seals. 

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit, polar 

swim with drysuit, participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Normally present in the Ross and Weddell seas, emperor 
penguins, whose way of life would be totally aquatic 
were it not for the need to lay eggs and look after their 
young, is not the easiest creature to see in the wild. To 
do so, the only option is to visit the Antarctic. “Studying 
aquatic fauna is very complex, and the polar environment 
doesn’t help,” says Rémi Bigonneau. “The extreme climate 
conditions and the difficulty in getting to their colonies 
makes studying these penguins a complicated task.”

A taller (one metre) and heavier (up to 45 kilos) member 
of the family, the emperor penguin also dives the 
deepest (500 metres) and can stay underwater for 
the longest period (15 minutes). Its ‘fins’, along with 
powerful pectoral muscles, give it remarkable speed 
and dexterity in the water. Its thousands of feathers 
form a kind of coat, enabling it to survive the cold. “In 
addition, they have a layer of fat beneath the skin and a 
vascular system that warms the blood on its way back 
to the heart from its extremities,” the ecologist added.

A SINGLE EGG, AND A STAY-AT-HOME FATHER 

In April, the penguins head back to their colony sites, 
which are always located near the coast. By doing so, 
they can be sure that their chosen ice sheet remains 
firmly attached to the rest of the continent until the 
chicks are fully developed, just as summer arrives. The 
next step is a series of voluptuous nuptial parades that 
bond a pair of penguins together for the season. During 
the Antarctic winter, the female lays a single egg, which 
she then leaves the male to look after. She spends the 
next two months feeding at sea, while the male goes 
without food and incubates the egg with its feet.

“At the end of winter, the female returns to her partner, 
usually less than a week after the egg hatches,” the 
expert adds.” Then it’s her turn to feed their offspring.” 
The parents do this in relays every three or four weeks 
until the chick is independent, in early summer. So, the 
young are raised exclusively on the ice sheet, until it melts, 
and they leave for the sea as summer approaches.
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The Weddell Sea  
& Larsen Ice Shelf   

Insurmountable, extreme and captivating: this 

is the best way to describe the Weddell Sea, 

mostly frozen by a thick and compressed ice 

floe. It is a challenge and a privilege to sail on it, 

with its promise of exceptional landscapes and 

original encounters. During your odyssey, you 

will journey deep into the vast polar expanse, 

the icy and infinite desert, where the silence 

will leave you with an intense feeling of calm 

and serenity. To the northwest of the Weddell 

Sea, stretching along the eastern coast of 

the Antarctic Peninsula, stands an imposing 

ice shelf known as the Larsen Ice Shelf. An 

extension of the ice sheet onto the sea, this 

white giant is equally disturbing and fascinating 

with its colossal dimensions and the impressive 

table top icebergs resulting from its calving — 

amongst the largest ever seen. Here, you will 

be escorted by seals (Weddell, crabeater and 

leopard), humpback whales, Adélie penguins 

and sea birds. This real wildlife sanctuary will 

welcome you with grandeur.
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Ushuaia • Ushuaia    

27th November and 8th December 2022      

12 days / 11 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Santiago  

in a 5* hotel, transfer before embarkation  

and return flights Santiago — Ushuaia.   

From €15,230

HIGHLIGHTS

• Sail into the heart of the ice of the Weddell 

Sea, discovering the impressive Larsen Ice 

Shelf and its immense table top icebergs. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team  

of experienced naturalist guides.  

• Lectures and information sessions hosted  

by our naturalist guides. 

• The landscapes: alpine landscapes,  

table top icebergs, glaciers, ice floes. 

• The wildlife: Weddell seals, crabeater 

seals and leopard seals, Adélie penguins, 

humpback whales, sea birds. 

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit, polar 

swim with drysuit, participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Along the northeast coast of the 
Antarctic peninsula, at the heart 
of the Weddell Sea, lies a vast ice 
barrier, the Larsen ice shelf. Its 
beauty is captivating. But aside from 
the aesthetics, its conservation is of 
vital importance to maintaining the 
balance of the planet. Antoine Viot, a 
geologist, glaciologist, and exploration 
guide, explains the situation. 

FROM FORMATION… 

The Antarctic is covered by an immense ice sheet, 
created by thousands of metres of snow that has 
been gradually accumulated and compacted into 
ice over the course of some three million years. By 
force of gravity, the ice flows down the surrounding 
glaciers like huge frozen rivers. And when they reach 
the sea, they start to float, creating what are known as 
ice shelves, immense slabs of ice that are attached to 
the coastline. About 11% of the Antarctic’s surface is 
made up of these shelves, with the Larsen being the 
peninsula’s largest.  

“Initially, it had three parts — known as A, B and C,” 
says Antoine Viot. “The first two of these disintegrated 
in 1995 and 2002, leaving just the C part. So 
today, the Larsen ice shelf covers 48,600 square 
kilometres, compared to 86,000 just 25 years ago.”  

…TO DISINTEGRATION

The drifting away of section B of the Larsen shelf, 
followed by its break-up, was monitored and studied 
using satellite pictures. “This ice shelf of around 
3,500 square kilometres destroyed itself completely 
in less than a month,” the glaciologist noted. “It’s 
a natural geological process, but global warming 
is exacerbating and accelerating it. One of the 
reasons for the disappearance of ice shelves is that 
the Southern Ocean, which insulates the Antarctic 
from other ocean currents, is also warming up and 
is causing ice shelves to melt from underneath, 
which reduces their thickness and resistance.”

A ROLE, AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

It is important to understand the role of ice shelves. 
“The disintegration of an ice shelf, in itself, has no 
impact on sea levels, because it’s already floating 
in the sea,” the specialist says. “However, it forms 
a barrier against the glaciers higher up, so when 
it disintegrates, the glaciers melt three to eight 
times more quickly.” So far, the C part of the Larsen 
shelf has resisted the various warmer periods 
of the last 10,000 years and appears fairly solid. 
But its future currently cannot be predicted.

What lies ahead for these remarkable landscapes — 
formed of centuries-old, tabular-shaped icebergs, 
colossal structures sculpted by water, sunlight and 
the wind — remains to be seen. However, everyone 
can help to ensure that the vertigo-inducing spectacle 
and sheer majesty of these magnificent settings 
can be maintained for a long time to come.
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Expedition to Charcot  
& Peter I Islands 

You will feel a strong impression of having 

reached the edge of the world when you see 

the ice-covered landscapes of Peter I Island. 

Lying 450 km (280 miles) from the Antarctic 

coastlines, this volcanic strip of land lost in 

the Bellingshausen Sea could be compared to 

the Moon, so few people to have set foot on it! 

Discovered in February 1821, Peter I Island could 

only be approached for the first time in 1929, as 

the ice front made approach and disembarkation 

difficult. Its summit remains untouched to this 

day. The conditions are increasingly extreme… 

Violent winds, glacial temperatures and 

abundant snow: you will really feel like you are 

in the shoes of a polar explorer. This unusual 

itinerary will also provide an opportunity to 

approach Charcot Island, thus named by Captain 

Charcot in memory of his father during its 

discovery in 1910. Entirely enveloped in ice, the 

cliffs rise on its coastline like ramparts, watched 

over by petrels, Arctic terns and skuas. On land, 

Gentoo penguins make their patrols to observe 

you. 
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Ushuaia • Ushuaia    

2nd January 2023 — 15 days / 14 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Santiago  

in a 5* hotel before the embarkation and return 

flights Santiago — Ushuaia.   

From €18,040

HIGHLIGHTS

• Be among the few people on Earth who have 

approached two islands beyond the Antarctic 

Polar Circle. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team  

of experienced naturalist guides.  

• Lectures and information sessions hosted  

by our naturalist guides. 

• The landscapes: glaciers, icebergs,  

thick pack ice, steep cliffs and snowy peaks.

• The wildlife: humpback whales,  

Gentoo penguins, Weddell seals. 

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit, polar 

swim with drysuit, participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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Unexplored Antarctica  
between two Continents 

With PONANT, it is now possible to explore the  

most southern latitudes, beyond the Antarctic 

Circle. In the heart of the ice, this exceptional 

trip lets you sail from the far south of the 

American continent to New Zealand, during a 

half-circumnavigation of the White Continent. 

In the wake of the illustrious explorers of 

Antarctica, you will cross the southern seas — 

Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross — and 

attempt to approach remote and little-known 

lands, Charcot Island, Peter I Island and those 

of Marie Byrd Land. The world’s largest marine 

protected area, the Ross Sea, will welcome you 

as a privileged guest. The expanse is inhabited 

by Antarctic petrels, humpback whales, orcas, 

Weddell seals, crabeater seals, leopard seals 

and Adélie penguins. The magic of the polar 

world will conquer you and leave you with 

unforgettable memories of the impressive 

Drygalski glacier scattered with blue, the  

endless and constant Ross Ice Shelf, the  

majestic Witkins and Getz ice shelves, the ice 

floe taking over the Amundsen Sea. At the foot  

of Mount Erebus, the highest volcano in Antarctica, 

the memory of the past exploits of Shackleton 

and Scott becomes tangible: the former base 

camp has remained intact. 
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Ushuaia • Dunedin     

16th January 2023 — 29 days / 28 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Santiago  

in a 5* hotel, transfers and Santiago — Ushuaia  

and Dunedin — Auckland flights.  

From €37,530

HIGHLIGHTS

• The all-new half-circumnavigation  

of the Antarctic, a dive into the history  

of the conquest of the South Pole, from  

the Bay of Whales to the scientific station  

in McMurdo. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with an additional 

team of naturalist guides.  

• The crossing of three southern seas 

(Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross)  

and the exploratory approach to some  

of the most little-known islands in the world 

(Charcot Island, Peter I Island and the Marie 

Byrd Land Islands). 

• The landscapes: ice shelves, including  

that of Ross, glaciers, icebergs, immersion  

in the heart of the ice floe.  

• The wildlife: crabeater seals, leopard seals, 

Weddell seals, humpback whales, orcas, king 

penguins and Adélie penguins.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit, polar 

swim with drysuit, participative science.  

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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From Dumont d’Urville to Mawson: 
retracing Heroic Age expeditions 

Your senses will come alive during this  

exceptional odyssey where the ice boasts all 

possible shades. The vastness of the White 

Continent will unveil itself during a trip from the 

shores of New Zealand to the legendary Tierra del 

Fuego. This half-circumnavigation of Antarctica 

will plunge you into the very heart of the Far  

South’s mythical territories. On Adélie Land 

and Victoria Land, you will go back to the 

origins of the great French and Australian polar 

expeditions. Here, Paul-Émile Victor created the 

Dumont d’Urville scientific station, in honour of 

the eponymous explorer, and Douglas Mawson 

built his legend by defying the extreme winds of 

Commonwealth Bay. On Marie Byrd Land, you will 

enter one of the planet’s rare Terra nullius — a 

territory claimed by no State — whose remoteness 

and climate have certainly kept it well away from 

human conquests. Bordered by the Ross Sea to 

the west and the Amundsen Sea to the east, it will 

plunge you into a world where nature has raised its 

own cathedrals of ice. Le Commandant Charcot 

will guide you beyond the Antarctic Polar Circle  

to the Bellingshausen Sea where Peter I Island  

and Charcot Island are dressed in their white 

armour. The ship will attempt to approach 

their shores, deemed impassable, escorted by 

penguins and seals. 
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Dunedin • Ushuaia    

14th February 2023 — 27 days / 26 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Auckland  

in a 5* hotel, transfers and Auckland — Dunedin 

and Ushuaia — Santiago flights.    

From €35,500

HIGHLIGHTS

• The all-new half-circumnavigation of the 

Antarctic, a dive into the history of the French 

and Australian conquest of the South Pole, 

between Adélie Land, Marie Byrd Land and 

Victoria Land.  

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with an additional 

team of naturalist guides.  

• The crossing of five southern seas  

(Dumont d’Urville, Somov, Ross, Amundsen 

and Bellingshausen) and the exploratory 

approach to some of the most little-known 

islands in the world (Charcot Island, Peter I 

Island and the Marie Byrd Land Islands) 

• The landscapes: ice shelves, glaciers, 

icebergs, immersion in the heart of  

the ice floe.  

• The wildlife: crabeater seals, leopard seals, 

Weddell seals, humpback whales, orcas,  

king penguins and Adélie penguins.  

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit,  

polar swim with drysuit, participative science.  

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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The Weddell Sea  
& the South Sandwich Islands 

Patagonia, the Antarctic Peninsula, South 

Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands… This 

cruise will take you into the heart of what is 

known as the ‘Scotia Arc’. At the junction of the 

Andean cordillera and the Antarctandes, set 

off to discover this volcanic archipelago and its 

countless riches and wonders. Among them, the 

fauna includes all the emblematic inhabitants of 

the Far South: king penguins, Gentoo penguins 

and macaroni penguins, elephant seals, orcas, 

humpback whales and other cetaceans will 

accompany you during your adventure. On the 

beaches of black sand or as you sail through  

these frozen southern waters, keep a watchful  

eye to spot the unique biodiversity. The landscapes 

of singular ecosystems follow one another yet do 

not look alike. Admire the wooded heights of the 

Tierra del Fuego, the table top icebergs drifting 

in the Weddell Sea, the mountains devoured 

by glaciers on the South Sandwich Islands and 

the snow-capped summits of South Georgia. 

Welcome to a world whose territory has been 

conquered by beauty and poetry! 
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Ushuaia • Montevideo     

14th March 2022 — 18 days / 17 nights 

Included in your cruise: overnight in Santiago  

in a 5* hotel, transfers and Santiago — Ushuaia flight.   

From €20,990

HIGHLIGHTS

• Discover an all-new itinerary along  

the Scotia Arc, between the Atlantic  

and Southern Oceans. 

• Outings and shore visits in a zodiac  

inflatable or hovercraft* with a team of 

experienced naturalist guides.  

• Lectures and information sessions hosted  

by our naturalist guides. 

• The landscapes: Patagonia’s wooded areas, 

volcanic mountains on the South Sandwich 

Islands, table top icebergs in the Weddell, 

glaciers, ice floes. 

• The wildlife: king penguins, Adélie penguins, 

Gentoo and macaroni penguins, fur seals, 

elephant seals, whales, sea birds. 

• Many brand-new activities: kayaking, hiking, 

snowshoeing, polar plunge without suit,  

polar swim with drysuit, participative science. 

For more comfort, complete your trip with  

a pre- and/or post-cruise programme. 

See pages 168-169

*Subject to the regulations in force.
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DUPLEX SUITE
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AMENITIES

• Private balcony for all our Cabins and Suites

• Terrace for the Duplex Suites and the Owner’s Suite

• Butler service and priority boarding : Owner’s Suite, 
Duplex Suites, Privilege Suites and Grand Prestige 
Suites

• Individually-controlled airconditioning

• Stateroom layout: king-size bed, or twin beds, 
communicating staterooms available, children 
welcome

• Minibar - 24hr room service

• Satellite TV channels (availability dependent on 
navigation); selection of videos on demand

• Bose™ Bluetooth speaker

• Safe

• Selection of Dyptique Paris top-of-the-line bath 
products

• Dressing table, bath robes, Hairdryer

• Direct line telephone

• 110V American (two flat pins)/220V European (round 
sockets with two round pins)

• Internet access Wifi
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Important notice
These General Terms and Conditions of Sale (General T&Cs) are an inte-
gral part of the Contract between CDP and the Traveller. The Particular 
Terms and Conditions of Sale (Particular T&Cs) or Exceptional booking 
conditions – « Book with confidence » – which are specific to each Cruise 
season (summer or winter) or to the MS Paul Gauguin – may take prece-
dence over these Terms and Conditions of Sale. In any case, the provi-
sions on the Cruise Ticket and the Passenger Ticket take precedence over 
the General Terms and Conditions and Particular Terms and Conditions of 
Sale. This set of contractual documents constitutes the Contract between 
CDP and the Traveller.
In the event that a provision in these General Terms and Conditions of 
Sale and/or in the Contract breaches a mandatory legal provision, and/or 
is deemed invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the validity of the other 
clauses.
In accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of personal data, the 
Traveller has the right to access, correct, delete, port, contest and limit 
data processing, and to not be subject to an automatic individual deci-
sion, including profiling, for nominative information about them that Com-
pagnie du Ponant, as the Data Controller, may notably collect for business 
purposes and to provide services. To find out more about or exercise their 
personal data rights, the Traveller can contact the Data Protection Officer 
(vieprivee@ponant.com) or see the Compagnie du Ponant Personal Data 
Protection Policy at www.ponant.com.

1. Definitions
1.1 “Tickets”: Means either Transport Tickets, Cruise Tickets and/or Airline 
Tickets.
1.2 “Airline Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the air transport 
contract under which the Air Carrier undertakes to carry the Traveller be-
tween the airports mentioned.
1.3 “Cruise Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the cruise contract 
under which the Cruise Organiser undertakes to have the Traveller carried 
by the Maritime Carrier and to provide them with the services mentioned 
on the Cruise Ticket. The Cruise Ticket issued to the Traveller is governed 
by the general terms of the Cruise Ticket.
1.4 “Passenger Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the Passenger 
contract under which the Maritime Carrier undertakes to carry the Trav-
eller between the ports mentioned. The Passenger Ticket issued to the 
Traveller is governed by the general terms of the Passenger Ticket.
1.5 “CDP”: Compagnie du Ponant, a simplified joint-stock company head-
quartered at 408, avenue du Prado 13008 MARSEILLE, France with capital 
of €3,644,607, registered in the MARSEILLE Trade and Companies Reg-
ister with No. 344 497 011, State Licence No.  013.06.0005, member of 
the S.N.A.V. and registered with ATOUT France under No. IMO13120040. 
Its financial security is provided by APST, 15 avenue Carnot, 75017 Paris, 
France. Compagnie du Ponant is insured with Generali Assurance IARD – 7 
boulevard Haussmann – 75456 PARIS Cedex 09, France, under Profession-
al Indemnity contract No.  AA714708.
1.6 “Acceptance of the Contract”: Means the moment when the Contract 
begins between the Traveller(s) and CDP, that is, when the latter confirms 
the Traveller reservation.
1.7 “General Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “General T&Cs”: The provi-
sions of this document.
1.8 “Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “Particular T&Cs”: Con-
tract terms that apply to the Contract and are specific to each Cruise sea-
son: summer or winter.
1.9 “Contract”: All the respective obligations of CDP and the Traveller as 
set out on the invoice and Tickets, as well as in the General T&Cs and Par-
ticular T&Cs.
1.10 “Cruise”: Maritime tour as described in the Sales Brochure and/or on 
the CDP website and on the Cruise Ticket.
1.11 “Expedition Cruise”: Cruise during which exploratory excursions in 
inflatable boats are planned and accompanied by naturalist guides.
1.12 “Pre-Booked Excursion and/or extension”: Services including Trans-
fers, sight-
seeing trips and ground services before, during and/or after the Cruise.
1.13 “Package”: means the combination of a Cruise and a flight, and/or a 
Transfer, and/or Pre and Post-Cruise Services, and/or Pre-Booked Excur-
sions/Extensions, and/or any other tourist service booked at the Accep-
tance of the Contract. This does not include excursions on land that have 
not been booked at the same time as the Cruise itself, or services offered 
on board the ship.
1.14 “Cruise Organiser”: Natural person or company that undertakes to 
have Travellers carried by the Maritime Carrier and provide them with the 
services mentioned on the Cruise Ticket, and whose letterhead appears 
on the Cruise Ticket.
1.15 “Disabled Person” or “Person with Reduced Mobility”: Any person 
who is limited in their activities or restricted in their participation in the 
agreed Services due to a substantial deterioration of one or more physical, 
sensory, mental, cognitive or psychological functions, to multiple disabili-
ties or to a disabling health problem.
1.16 “Service”: Means any Cruise, Package, flight, Transfer, Pre- or Post-
Cruise Service, Pre-Booked Excursion/Extension and any tourist service 
booked at the Acceptance of the Contract.
1.17 “Price”: Total cost of Services booked by the Traveller.
1.18 “Pre- and Post-Cruise Services”: Services including Transfers, 
sight-seeing trips and ground services before, and/or after the Cruise, as 
mentioned in the Contract.
1.19 “Transfer”: Operation involving transporting Travellers between the 
embarkation port and/or the disembarkation port and a meeting point set 
by CDP (airport, hotel, train station, etc.).
1.20 “Maritime Carrier”: Natural person or company that operates the 
ship carrying Travellers, and whose letterhead appears on the Passenger 
Ticket.
1.21 “Air Carrier”: Company that undertakes to carry Travellers by air and 
whose letterhead appears on the Airline Ticket.

1.22 “Seller”: Natural or legal person who has sold the Services included 
in the Contract direct to Travellers.
1.23 “Travellers”: Any person named at the time of booking/the Accep-
tance of the Contract and appearing on the invoice and/or on the Tickets 
issued by CDP or by the Seller.

2. Acceptance and application of the General Terms and Conditions
2.1 The Acceptance of the Contract constitutes the Traveller’s unreserved 
acceptance of all these General T&Cs and Particular T&Cs, as well as the 
clauses and terms of the Passenger Ticket and Cruise Ticket.

3. Applicable text
3.1 Where CDP acts as Maritime Carrier, the contractual relations between 
CDP and the Traveller are governed by the Passenger Ticket and by the 
provisions of the French Transport Code, particularly Articles L 5420-1 to 
L 5421-12, by the implementing Decree of 31 December 1966 and the pro-
visions of the London International Convention of 19 November 1976, and 
where appropriate, those of Regulation 392/2009 of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council of 23 April 2009, which are an integral part of the 
Passenger Ticket.
3.2 Where CDP is the Cruise Organiser, the contractual relations between 
CDP and the Traveller are governed by the Contract, which includes the 
Cruise Ticket, as well as by Articles 47 to 49 of French Law No. 66-420 of 18 
June 1966 on maritime affreightment and carriage contracts and its imple-
menting decree of 31 December 1966.
3.3 Where CDP is the Seller of a tourist package within the meaning of Arti-
cle L.211-2 of the French Tourism Code, the contractual relations between 
CDP and the Traveller are governed by the Contract and by Articles L.211-1 
and following of the Tourism Code.

4. Payment of the price
4.1 The Acceptance of the Contract entails paying a deposit equivalent to 
25% of the Price of this Service, with the balance to be paid no later than 
90 business days before the start of the initial Service in the Contract.
4.2 After the Service has been fully paid for, the Traveller will receive the 
Ticket(s) and, where applicable, the vouchers and insurance contract, if 
these have been purchased direct from CDP.

5. Prices and discounts per person and per cruise
5.1 The reference price for the cruise is available as long as the cruise is 
open for sale and is per person and based on double stateroom occu-
pancy. 
5.2 The PONANT BONUS price is the best price you can access on the day 
of booking. It can save you up to 30% on the cruise reference price (port-
to-port price only, excluding port and security taxes, air fare, and any land-
based services). The PONANT BONUS price is yield managed so subject 
to availability and can change without prior notice. The PONANT BONUS 
price does not apply to the MS Paul Gauguin.
5.3 Single Supplement. The single supplement applies to any person who 
occupies a stateroom on their own. It applies to the port-port element (ex-
cluding port taxes) of the current PONANT BONUS price. This supplement 
may vary depending on how full a particular cruise is. It may therefore 
change for certain categories of staterooms and/or suites only, or for any 
cruise at any time without notice. There is no single supplement on se-
lected cruises for certain stateroom categories. This selection is updated 
according to how full a particular cruise is and can be checked online at 
www.ponant.com.
5.4 Depending on how full the ship is (excluding Le Ponant and the MS 
Paul Gauguin) at the time of booking, a “guaranteed” stateroom in the De-
luxe Stateroom Deck 3 category may be offered. This means the booking is 
made in the Deluxe Stateroom Deck 3 category, but no stateroom number 
is assigned. Staterooms will be allocated at the discretion of the Company 
and may change at any time until embarkation. Once a stateroom number 
has been assigned, no change request can be accepted. The advantage 
of this approach is that passengers can enjoy superior-category accom-
modation without paying a surcharge. In any case, the minimum category 
chosen when booking is guaranteed.
5.5 Other discounts
These offers cannot be combined with any other type of reduction or spe-
cial offer. Except for the Single Traveller Offer and the PONANT BONUS, 
the offers described below are not combinable. If you qualify for sever-
al discounts, the amount for the second discount is calculated using the 
price obtained after taking off the first discount, and so on.
5.5.1 Consecutive Cruises: Discount only applies to port-port cruise price 
only, excluding port taxes, and is subject to availability at time of booking. 
• On all our cruises: 10% off on any consecutive cruise
• On a selection of cruises (list can be viewed any time on our website 
www.ponant.com):
- 20% off the 2nd cruise
- 30% off the 3rd cruise
- 40% off the 4th cruise 
5.5.2 PONANT Yacht Club Members:
Commodore: 12.5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and 
security taxes.
Grand Admiral: 10% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and 
security taxes.
Admiral: 7.5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security tax-
es.
Major: 5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security 
taxes.
5.5.3 Honeymoon Offer:
If you go on a cruise in the 12 months after your wedding or civil partner-
ship celebration, you can enjoy the following benefits :
- 5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes,
- Bottle of champagne on arrival,
- Photo shoot with five couple’s photos included (all ships except Le Ponant 
and Le Paul Gauguin,
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- Two free spa treatments (maximum value: €120 per treatment) (all ships 
except Le Ponant & Le Paul Gauguin),
- On-board surprises.
On the MS Paul Gauguin, you can enjoy a traditional Polynesian blessing, 
as well as a bottle of champagne in your stateroom. 
Offer valid on presentation of proof of eligibility.
5.5.4 Wedding Anniversaries:
Every multiple of five years after your wedding or civil partnership (5, 10, 
15, 20, etc.) you can enjoy a €200 discount per stateroom/suite for a 
cruise during the anniversary year. Offer valid on presentation of proof of 
eligibility. Discount can be applied once per anniversary year. 
5.5.5 Family & Friends:
• Where a reservation includes at least five paying passengers, the entire 
party receives a 5% discount on the same port-to-port cruise (excluding 
port taxes). All passengers must be on the same booking number to qual-
ify for the discount. 
5.5.6 Special discounts for children
Children under 18, sharing their cabin with 2 adults (2 adults + 1 child - 
from 1 year old for Yachting cruises, from 6 years old for Expeditions 
cruises, from 8 years old for cruises onboard Le Commandant Charcot ), 
are welcomed free of charge on board our ships. A child sharing a single 
adult’s cabin (1 adult + 1 child) is considered a paying adult (adult rate).
5.5.7 Referral Program: When you refer someone, you will enjoy a €500 
discount per stateroom on your next cruise when the person you refer 
has deposited on their first cruise. The person you refer will in turn re-
ceive a €500 discount per stateroom on their first cruise. If the person 
you have referred cancels, your discount will no longer apply but you can 
use the offer again whenever the person makes a new reservation. The 
discount for the person referring and for the person referred may not give 
rise to a payment or refund in cash. The discount for the person referred 
applies immediately and is limited to one use per stateroom and per per-
son referred. The discount for the person referring must be used all at 
once. Referral discounts can be accumulated and added to a referrer’s 
booking up until final payment of their next cruise. The person referring 
should share their PONANT Yacht Club number, or enough information to 
be identified, with the people being referred. In the absence of precise 
enough identification, the Referral Program cannot proceed. The person 
referring must have already sailed with PONANT. The person referred 
should not have already sailed on a PONANT ship. Neither party should 
be or have been part of the PONANT staff or worked for a travel agency. 
Although an unlimited number of people can be referred, there can only 
be one person referred per household, and the person referring and the 
person referred should not be part of the same household. The person 
referring and the person referred cannot share a stateroom; neither can 
two people referred. The Referral Program cannot proceed if the person 
referred or another member of their household has already been referred.  
The discount for the referrer is combinable with other selected offers. 
However, the discount provided to the person being referred is not com-
binable with any other discount described above except the PONANT 
BONUS and Consecutive Cruises discounts. Travel Agents are not eligible 
for the Referral Program. Referral Program discounts cannot be applied to 
group or charter bookings. 
5.5.8 On-board bookings: 5% off the port-port cruise price only (excluding 
port and security taxes) for each new cruise booked with our on board 
staff. 

6. Passports, visas and vaccination certificates
6.1 Before the Acceptance of the Contract, it is the responsibility of each 
Traveller with French nationality to comply as appropriate with the admin-
istrative and/or health formalities required by the countries involved in 
the Services, notably those communicated by CDP and accessible on the 
www.ponant.com website and in the brochure.
6.2 Before the Acceptance of the Contract, Travellers of other nationalities 
should find out from competent embassies and/or consulates the admin-
istrative and/or health formalities they need to comply with because these 
are required by the countries involved in the Services.
6.3 CDP will in no event be liable for the consequences of the Traveller not 
complying with police, customs or health formalities before or during the 
Services period. Any Traveller who is unable to board a flight or the ship 
due to not showing the required documents cannot claim any refund or 
compensation, with the exception of a denied boarding for non-compli-
ance with the Sanitary Protocol.
6.4 In any case, it is recommended that Travellers check all information 
with the relevant authorities before the date of departure. CDP advises 
Travellers to read their government’s latest travel advice online for the 
destinations chosen. In France, the website is http://www.diplomatie.
gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs and the telephone number is +33 (0)1 
43 17 53 53 (French Ministry of Foreign Affairs). CDP would like to alert 
Travellers to the fact that the information given can change right up until 
the departure date, so should be checked until departure. CDP would ask 
Travellers to adjust their behaviour to the destination; to be vigilant and 
avoid carrying valuable items when travelling abroad.
6.5 Traveller passports will be checked against national and international 
criminal databases, including those of Interpol.

7. Embarkation and maritime carriage conditions
• General rules
7.1 The Traveller must report for embarkation in line with the terms set out 
in the Passenger Ticket and at least two hours before the ship’s scheduled 
departure time. The Passenger Ticket and/or Cruise Ticket issued by CDP 
are only valid for the Cruise and ship mentioned on the ticket.
7.2 The purpose of the Passenger Ticket is to transport Travellers and their 
luggage from embarkation at the departure port to disembarkation at the 
destination.
7.3 All Travellers must have a valid passport, or identity card if appropriate, 
valid for six months after their return date, as well as visas and vaccination 
certificates as these may be required at the ship’s ports of call and arrival. 
Every Traveller is personally responsible for complying with legal and reg-
ulatory requirements before departure. The Carrier, Cruise Organiser and/
or CDP and/or Captain can deny embarkation or disembarkation to any 
Travellers without the correct documents authorising them to disembark 
at the scheduled arrival point and ports of call.
7.4 If a Traveller who has booked a port-port Cruise organises their own 
air or land transport to the embarkation point and/or from the disembar-

kation point back to their home, it is strongly recommended that they buy 
tickets that can be amended and refunded, and allow sensible train sta-
tion/airport/port transfer time. If there are delays, cancellations or chang-
es, CDP will not cover transport or Transfer costs, or any other type of ser-
vice outside the Cruise Ticket provisions and not bought direct from CDP. 
CDP is not responsible for any incidents or accidents involving property or 
persons that arise en route to/from the ship.
7.4.1 For Ocean Voyages: to make sure you are ready for embarkation on 
the day of departure, we would encourage you to spend the previous night 
in the departure city. Similarly, with regards to disembarkation, we would 
also strongly suggest booking a flight the day after arrival. These often-long 
sea voyages are more affected by weather conditions, including wind and 
currents, than any other type of trip. This may mean bringing sailing times 
forward and/or delaying the ship’s arrival.
7.5 Each Traveller guarantees that they are fit to travel by sea and that their 
health and conduct will not harm other Travellers or the smooth running 
of the Services agreed and/or offered. If a Traveller’s health is likely to limit 
their ability to carry out the Services agreed, or may disrupt them, they 
must warn CDP and provide a medical certificate on request to prove their 
fitness. Any known health problems must be reported in writing at the Ac-
ceptance of the Contract, or at the latest before the ship’s departure (or 
before the Services begin) to the CDP medical service.
7.5.1 The Traveler must present themselves for boarding under the con-
ditions set by the Health Protocol, which was communicated by CDP and 
accepted by the Traveler before their purchase and possibly updated be-
fore their departure, and which they must respect. correctly throughout 
the sailing. CDP also invites travelers to regularly take note of updates on 
the CDP website (https://en.ponant.com/sail-with-confidence).
 If, on the day of embarkation, the Traveler is not in compliance with the 
Health Protocol, the conditions of which are cumulative, the Carrier, the 
Organizer of the Cruise, and / or CDP and / or the Commander may refuse 
the boarding. For this sole reason, CDP undertakes, on an exceptional ba-
sis, to issue a credit to the Traveler, valid on a future cruise, and equal to 
100% of the sums paid for the booking (excluding insurance, the amount 
of which will be deducted, and excluding other services used, actual costs 
of Pre and Post Cruise Services, excluding insurance.
7.6 Medical consultations, care and medication on land and on board the 
ship are the responsibility of the Traveller. All Travellers must ensure that 
they have appropriate medical insurance coverage.
7.7 If there is an epidemic risk, the Carrier, Cruise Organiser, CDP, ship 
Captain or any local health authority can require Travellers to complete a 
health questionnaire and, where appropriate, a screening test before or 
on embarking or disembarking, including during stopovers.
7.8 For Expedition Cruise programmes, where, as stated, medical facilities 
are several days’ sailing away, a compulsory full medical questionnaire 
(provided at the Acceptance of the Contract) must be filled in by the Trav-
eller’s General Practitioner between 90 and 45 days before the start of 
the Service. This document must be returned by post or email to the CDP 
medical department (qm@medical.ponant.com) no later than 40 days be-
fore the Services begin. Medical certificates dated before this period will 
not be valid. Self-certification is not permitted. Any Traveller who does not 
return their completed compulsory medical certificate will be denied em-
barkation and will not receive any refund.
7.9 Travellers must behave in a disciplined way throughout the trip. Trav-
ellers must attend any safety demonstration or explanation organised on 
board and follow crew instructions at all times.
7.10 The Carrier, Cruise Organiser, CDP and/or ship Captain may, if they 
deem it necessary, terminate the contract and refuse to carry any Traveller 
not complying with the entry requirements for destination port countries, 
or whose presence on board could negatively impact the comfort, health 
or safety of other Travellers, the crew, or be counter to the laws and regu-
lations of ports visited by the ship, or who could make the Carrier, Cruise 
Organiser and/or CDP responsible for their protection or repatriation. For 
these reasons, the Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP and/or the ship 
Captain may decide to take the following appropriate measures: 1) Forbid 
the Traveller(s) from embarking or disembarking at any port visited by the 
ship; 2) Make the Traveller(s) disembark at any port visited by the ship; 
3) Transfer the Traveller(s) to another ship; 4) Confine the Travellers(s) on 
board in their stateroom or the medical service stateroom; 5) Have the 
doctor or their team administer any drug, medicine or other substance 
permitted and/or confine the Traveller to a hospital or a similar institution 
at the destination ports if the on board doctor deems it necessary.

• Disabled Persons and Persons with Reduced Mobility
7.11 For safety reasons, every Traveller must be independent or travel with 
someone who can provide all the assistance they need during the Ser-
vices period.
7.12 Travellers with limited mobility due to a physical disability or a con-
dition requiring special treatment and/or specific assistance, including 
wheelchair users, must warn CDP in writing when requesting a booking 
or when the Traveller becomes aware of their disability if it takes effect 
after booking, but in any case at least 30 days before the Service starts so 
that CDP is able to confirm that the Traveller can physically undertake the 
Cruise on board the ship and/or the Services agreed.
7.13 The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP and/or Captain reserve the 
right to deny access to Travellers who have not informed CDP or the Seller 
of a disability or a need for assistance where the latter are not compatible 
with safety rules and regulations in the sailing area, or would require care 
that CDP and/or the Carrier cannot provide, or if the design of the pas-
senger ship, infrastructure and port equipment, including port terminals, 
would make embarkation, disembarkation and transporting the person 
concerned in satisfactorily safe conditions impossible.
7.14 Going ashore can be difficult or impossible for Travellers With Re-
duced Mobility or Disabled Travellers, particularly when disembarking on 
a launch and/or going out on a zodiac.
7.15 Travellers using a wheelchair, having gained CDP’s written agreement, 
must embark with their own wheelchair and be accompanied by someone 
who can assist them at any time. In any case, every disembarkation is sub-
ject to the Captain’s approval.
7.16 Le Boréal, L’Austral, Le Soléal, Le Lyrial and Le Commandant-Charcot 
each have three staterooms specially equipped for Disabled Persons or 
Persons with Reduced Mobility (two staterooms for PONANT EXPLORERS 
ships; one stateroom for the MS Paul Gauguin). Please note that because 
of its different design, Le Ponant does not allow access for persons with 
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reduced mobility or disabled persons.

• Children and pregnant women
7.17 CDP allows children to board its ships from a certain age:
• From 1 year old on Yachting cruises (all cruises except Expedition cruises 
and COMMANDANT-CHARCOT cruises)
• From 6 years old on Expedition cruises
• From 8 years old on COMMANDANT-CHARCOT cruises7.18 For all Expedi-
tion Cruises (including COMMANDANT-CHARCOT cruises), children must 
be totally independent during external activities organized and when dis-
embarking by inflatable boats, be big enough to sit on craft rubber sides, 
and understand and respond immediately to orders given by responsible 
persons. Therefore, children may only participate in inflatable boats activ-
ities with the approval of the Captain and Expedition Leader depending on 
the sea conditions and the difficulty of disembarkation at each site visited. 
The ships do not carry parka’s in children’s sizes. Parents must arrange to 
bring a suitable parka for children on Polar Expedition Cruises.
7.19 While on board/on excursions, children who are minors remain the 
full and total responsibility of their parents or carers.
7.20 PONANT reserves the right to limit the number of children aged under 
eight on its ships.
7.21 Because ships do not have baby delivery facilities on board, women 
who are over 26 weeks pregnant are not permitted to embark. In any case, 
it is recommended that pregnant women hoping to travel on a ship con-
sult a doctor before departure to ensure that their health is compatible 
with the proposed cruise.
Moreover, no pregnant woman will be allowed to embark on cruises to 
Antarctica, of the North-West Passage or on Ocean Voyages.
7.22 On the MS Paul Gauguin, all children aged under 18 must be accom-
panied by an adult aged over 21. If the person accompanying is not the 
child’s parent, a “Parental Consent” form must be sent to PONANT.

• Permitted baggage
7.21 Every Traveller must correctly and clearly label each piece of luggage 
with their full name, the ship name, their destination and their stateroom 
number. This information must be written in visible and indelible charac-
ters.
7.22 Any merchandise, goods or items whose content could threaten the 
health and integrity of other Travellers and their baggage, or people and 
goods; could damage or pollute the ship; materials that are flammable, 
explosive, corrosive, dangerous, odorous or prone to leaking; items that 
may not be imported or do not comply with customs or police regulations; 
and in general, goods and items other than those for the Traveller’s per-
sonal use are forbidden on board and in luggage (hereinafter “Prohibited 
Items”). The Traveller will in any case be responsible for any injury, loss or 
damage suffered as a result of Prohibited Items being in their luggage or 
stateroom, and will have to hold the Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP 
harmless against any legal action that may be brought against them due 
to these Prohibited Items being found on board or during embarkation or 
disembarkation. These Prohibited Items can, at any time and in any loca-
tion, be unloaded, destroyed, thrown into the sea or made harmless by 
the Cruise Organiser, Carrier, crew and/or CDP without compensation and 
regardless of whether the Traveller pays for any destruction costs.
7.23 The Traveller must monitor their baggage and personal belongings 
throughout the Service period, including time spent on board and during 
embarkation, transfer and disembarkation. The Cruise Organiser, Carrier 
and/or CDP disclaim all liability for luggage left unmonitored by the Trav-
eller and for which the latter has not taken all the necessary precautions 
to avoid theft, loss or damage. The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP 
will not be held responsible for fragile items, jewellery, watches, money, 
cash, computers and other electronic equipment, mobile phones or any 
other precious item that the Traveller does not declare as valuable and 
hand in on the ship with a description and approximate value for each, 
and for which the Traveller has not paid the corresponding proportional 
cloakroom fee.
7.24 The Traveller has civil and criminal responsibility for any damage they 
cause directly or indirectly to the Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP, to 
other Travellers or to third parties. They are solely liable for any fines or 
penalties imposed as a result by competent authorities.
7.25 The Traveller agrees — immediately when requested to do so — to 
provide the Cruise Organiser, Carrier, crew officers and/or CDP with full 
access to their stateroom, luggage and personal belongings. This also 
applies to customs, health and/or administrative authorities in stopover 
countries or the flag state.
7.26 The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP are not liable for any dam-
age to photographic, telephone or electronic equipment, or for cameras 
lost or damaged while the Services are being provided, whether on board 
the ship or its dinghies or during embarkation or disembarkation, or for 
any damage to objects that fall in the water.

• Animals
7.27 Animals, including service and medical assistance animals, are for-
bidden on board ships and may not embark.

• Smoking policies
7.28 Ships are non-smoking except in designated areas on outside decks 
(also applies to electronic cigarettes).

8. Air transport
8.1 All Airline Tickets are issued as electronic tickets. The first and last 
names shown must be identical to those listed on the valid Traveller pass-
ports. Any error or change request will mean a new Airline Ticket must be 
bought.
8.2 In accordance with French Decree No. 2007-669 of 2 May 2007 regard-
ing the obligation to inform Travellers of Air Carrier identity, CDP will inform 
the Traveller when they book of the identity of the Air Carrier(s) known at 
that time to be likely to provide air transport. Should this change after the 
Acceptance of the Contract, CDP undertakes to communicate any chang-
es to the identity of the Air Carrier(s) as soon as it becomes aware of them 
before departure.
8.3 Airlines can have code-share agreements whereby two or more share 
the same flight, with one being the named airline and the other operating 
the flight with its own aeroplane.
8.4 “Direct flight” means no aircraft changes but does not preclude the 

possibility of one or several stops. “Non-stop direct flight” means no air-
craft changes and no stops.
8.5 The schedules and transport types mentioned by CDP are those pro-
vided by the Air Carriers. Therefore, they are indicative until departure 
and subject to amendment for a variety of reasons (additional stops, at-
mospheric conditions, air traffic permissions, strikes, etc.). In accordance 
with the Warsaw and Montreal Conventions, flight schedules and routes, 
and departure airports and destination airports are never contractual ele-
ments of the Travel Ticket and as a result CDP cannot be held responsible 
for these changes beyond its control.
8.6 Any technical, climatic or political incident, delay, cancellation or 
strike, additional stop, change of aeroplane, change of route, etc. that 
arises while air transport is being provided cannot be blamed on CDP and 
cannot give rise to compensation for any reason. If the Traveller wishes 
to forfeit the benefit of a Service, they will be liable for the cancellation 
charges shown below.
8.7 The Air Carrier’s liability is limited in the case of damages, complaints 
or claims of any kind in accordance with the Airline Ticket terms. CDP will 
not reimburse any expenses (taxis, meals, hotels, etc.) once the Traveller 
becomes the Air Carrier’s responsibility. The consequences of accidents/
incidents that may occur during air transport are governed by the War-
saw and Montreal Conventions, or by local regulations governing national 
transport in the country concerned.

8.8 On scheduled international flights, depending on the Air Carrier, 
the general baggage allowance (excluding benefits for loyalty pro-
gramme members) is strictly limited to 23 kg maximum in the hold 
and 8 kg maximum per Traveller in the cabin. On scheduled domestic 
flights, the allowance is generally between 15 and 20 kg maximum in 
the hold. On flights chartered by CDP, the hold baggage allowance is 23 
kg (subject to confirmation by the Air Carrier selected) and 5 kg maxi-
mum per piece of cabin baggage. Travellers should pack carefully with 
these restrictions in mind. Air Carriers will not hesitate to bill for excess 
baggage and sometimes refuse to check in overly heavy or bulky lug-
gage for stringent security reasons. CDP and the Air Carrier cannot be 
held responsible if a Traveller is denied check-in due to their baggage 
being too heavy.

9. Transfer of the Contract
9.1 In accordance with Article R.211-7 of the French Tourism Code, and 
only where this code applies to CDP, the Traveller can transfer their Con-
tract to a third party who fulfils the same conditions as they do for all Ser-
vices, as long as the latter have not yet begun.
9.2 The transferor and transferee must inform CDP of this decision by 
any means that allows for acknowledgement of receipt (registered letter, 
email, fax, etc.) no later than 10 business days before the start of the Ser-
vices. After this, charges may apply.
9.3 Should the Traveller transfer their Contract without informing CDP in 
line with the process set out above, this assignment will not be valid and 
the Services covered in the Contract will be cancelled without any refund.

10. Cancellation or amendment of the Contract
10.1 Under Article L.121-21 of the French Consumer Code, Travellers 
should note that they do not have the right to withdraw from the Contract 
set out in Article L.121-17 of the Consumer Code.
10.2 Unless otherwise agreed with CDP, the Traveller cannot amend the 
Services described in the Contract.
10.3 If the Traveller wishes to amend or cancel part or all of the Services 
described in the Contract, they must inform CDP by any means that allows 
for acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.) as soon 
as circumstances change such that this amendment or cancellation is re-
quired. The document dispatch date will be taken as the invoice date for 
the change and/or cancellation fees.
With the exception of PONANT Yacht Club Grand Admirals and Commo-
dores, all alteration requests will be treated as cancellation requests and 
therefore covered by paragraph 10.5 governing cancellation fees.
10.4 Specific terms and conditions for alteration requests from PONANT 
Yacht Club Grand Admirals and Commodores: 
In the event of the first alteration of a tourism package: no fees shall be 
applied to the cruise service, as long as the request is made within a time-
frame of at least 90 days before the departure of the cruise. This time-
frame shall be extended to 150 days for Expedition Cruise programmes. 
New departure must be within 12 months after the date of the departure 
initially scheduled. Only one alteration without penalty charges per period 
of 12 months and per person is entitled to Grand Admiral and Commodore 
member status, regardless of the cruise. Any alteration request aside from 
the alteration of the first cruise shall be subject to the general sales condi-
tion applicable by default.

10.5 Cancellation fees:
For all PONANT & PAUL GAUGUIN Cruises:  
Cruise cancellation requests will be subject to the following charges, 
regardless of stateroom or suite resale:
• Within 15 days after the booking is confirmed: no cancellation fees for 
the cruise service only,
• From 15 days after the booking is confirmed to 365 days before the start 
of the cruise: 150€  per passenger and per cruise for the cruise service 
only;
• From 364 to 211 days before the start of the Cruise: 10% of the total 
amount of the Services;
• From 210 to 121 days before the start of the Cruise: 25% of the total 
amount of the Services;
• From 120 to 91 days before the start of the Cruise: 50% of the total amount 
of the Services;
• Under 91 days before the start of the Cruise: 100% of the total amount of 
the Services.

For other services:
No refund will be given for cancelling or forfeiting an air- or land-based 
Service included in the contract, or any service forming part of the Cruise, 
no matter the reason.
10.6 Should a Traveller be absent due to force majeure or to their death, 
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the Contract is terminated when notice is given by the Traveller or their 
assignee before the Contract begins. A quarter of the Contract price is 
then due to CDP. The same terms apply, on their request, to family mem-
bers of the Traveller prevented from travelling by force majeure or death 
who were travelling with them.
10.7 Travellers who do not arrive for the departure of a Service, or who find 
it impossible to make the departure or forfeit it for any reason whatsoever 
(including due to a transport delay) are not entitled to any refund.
10.8 Once the Services have begun, Travellers are obliged to pay the full 
Contract price, whatever the reason that has led them to forfeit the Ser-
vices.

11. Contract cancellation, suspension and amendments by CDP
11.1 Arrival and departure times are indicative and not final. CDP, as Cruise 
Organiser and/or Carrier and/or Package Seller cannot guarantee that tim-
ings will coincide with transport connections (plane, train, etc.).
11.2 CDP may allocate Travellers staterooms other than those initially 
planned.
11.3 CDP reserves the right to suspend a Cruise, or to change the itiner-
ary, for any reason it deems valid and cannot be held liable for any loss or 
damages in this case.
11.4 In cases of unfavourable weather conditions, or due to the political 
or social situation in a stopover country, or for any other reason that could 
compromise the safety of Travellers, goods or the ship, or in light of or-
ders imposed by public authorities, the Cruise Organiser and/or the Car-
rier and/or CDP reserves the right to change the itinerary, ports of call or 
destination port, to delay or terminate the trip, to divert the ship, to tow or 
be towed, or to transfer Travellers and their luggage to another transport 
method, even if this means the programme being extended or shortened.
11.5 The ship may provide assistance to any person or property at sea in 
any situation and cannot be held responsible for the consequences of 
changes to the Cruise programme for this reason.
11.6 Where CDP is required, for reasons outside its control, to change the 
Cruise after Travellers have boarded, the latter cannot claim any compen-
sation from either CDP or the Carrier or the Cruise Organiser other than a 
refund for Services not performed and not replaced or for the Ticket share 
not used less all costs incurred. However, CDP can claim from Travellers 
the extra costs of further services provided to Travellers due to a trip being 
extended.
11.7 In the case of external events outside the control of the Cruise Organ-
iser and/or the Carrier and/or CDP, or for any reason pertaining to Traveller 
or ship safety, or due to a lack of participants, CDP can cancel the Cruise 
and must inform Travellers and/or where appropriate the Cruise Organiser 
by registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt, or by email, or via a 
press release.
11.8 Cruises and other CDP Services are subject to a minimum number 
of participants.
11.8.1 CDP reserves the right to cancel a cruise up to 21 days before de-
parture if the number of Travellers registered is below or equal to 50% of 
the ship’s “Passenger Capacity” (200 Passengers for Expedition Cruise 
programmes and 244 for other Cruises on board L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, 
LE LYRIAL and LE SOLÉAL; 55 for LE PONANT; 172 Passengers for PONANT 
EXPLORERS ships; 270 Passengers for LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT; 332 
for the MS Paul Gauguin).
11.8.2 CDP reserves the right to cancel any service other than the cruise if 
the number of Passenger participants is below 20 (unless otherwise stat-
ed).
11.9 Where CDP is the Cruise Organiser, and no matter the reason for 
cancellation, no compensation is due to the Traveller, who will be able to 
choose between the following solutions:
(i) A full refund of the Contract price; (ii) Another Service at the same price; 
(iii) A Service at a lower price and a refund for the price difference be-
tween the two Services based on the advertised prices. Travellers must 
inform CDP of their choice as soon as possible and in any event before the 
deadline mentioned in the cancellation documents.
11.10 Transport included in the Services is booked by CDP in line with the 
terms and conditions of each service provider. CDP reserves the right to 
substitute one form of transport for another, or one hotel for another in the 
same category. In the latter case, if the hotel is in a lower category, Travel-
lers will be refunded for the overpayment.
11.11 All services are offered subject to availability. If there are no more 
spaces in the class offered, CDP can provide extra places for a surcharge, 
depending on availability.

12. Liability
12.1 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is responsible for any damage 
to Travellers in line with the compensation provisions and limitations in 
the following texts, according to their respective fields of application: Arti-
cles L5421-1 to L5421-8 of the French Transport Code and Regulation (EC) 
No.  392/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 
2009. Where this regulation applies, the compensation limits for the Car-
rier in cases of death or bodily injury are 400,000 special drawing rights 
per Traveller and per event.
12.2 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is responsible for any damage 
to baggage in line with the compensation provisions and limitations in the 
following texts, according to their respective fields of application: Articles 
L5421-9 to L5421-12 of the French Transport Code, French Decree No. 67-
268 of 23 March 1967 amended by Decree No. 86-1065 of 24 September 
1986 and Regulation (EC) No. 392/2009 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 23 April 2009. Where this regulation applies, the maxi-
mum compensation for the Carrier to provide for baggage loss or damage 
is 2,250 special drawing rights per passenger and per carriage, with an 
allowance of 149 special drawing rights per Traveller applied in all cases. 
Where Regulation (EC) No. 392/2009 does not apply, the maximum com-
pensation for the Carrier to provide for baggage loss or damage is €1,520 
euros per Traveller and per carriage.
12.3 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is always subject to the com-
pensation limitations stated in the London International Convention of 19 
November 1976 as amended by the Protocol of 1996, and these limits take 
precedence over any other limit indicated by a non-mandatory text.
12.4 For any bodily injury or material damage sustained on board the ship 
or its dinghies or crafts during embarkation or disembarkation, or occur-
ring during sea transport, CDP, when acting as Cruise Organiser, is respon-
sible within the same limits and terms as the Carrier. Where this injury or 

damage occurs outside these circumstances, but between the beginning 
and end of the cruise, any compensation due to the Traveller from the 
Cruise Organiser and/or CDP is capped at half the price of the Cruise.
12.5 When acting as travel package seller within the meaning of the French 
Tourism Code, CDP is responsible for damage to Travellers or their bag-
gage within the limits and terms set out in Article L.211-16 of the code. CDP 
cannot be held responsible for the consequences of the following events:
a) Loss or theft of Tickets, failure to present identity and/or health doc-
uments, or presenting expired documents, or those with an insufficient 
period of validity (identity cards, passports, visas, vaccination certificates, 
etc.) or not matching the information in the documents issued to the Trav-
eller.
b) Incidents or events that are unforeseeable and insurmountable involv-
ing a third party outside the travel contract (force majeure). When cancel-
lation is necessary due to force majeure circumstances and/or for Travel-
ler safety reasons and/or where required by an administrative authority, 
whether French or foreign.
12.6 CDP, as Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or Package Seller is expressly 
not responsible for immaterial damages, loss of enjoyment and punitive 
or assimilated damages.
12.7 Where a Traveller is not permitted to board a ship – including after or 
during a stopover – in the circumstances mentioned in Article 6, neither 
CDP as Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or Package Seller, nor the ship Cap-
tain or crew are responsible in any way whatsoever.
12.8 CDP is in no way responsible for bodily injury, or material or non-ma-
terial damages caused by war, blockades, riots, strikes, social conflicts, 
acts of piracy or terrorism, epidemics or quarantines, disasters and nat-
ural catastrophes, nuclear fusion, fission, pollution or explosions or their 
consequences, the closure of departure, stopover or destination ports, 
the detention, requisition or seizure of the ship for any reason, the use 
of the ship for special State needs, or by the simple threat of the above 
events. It is also not responsible for damages caused by a Traveller vol-
untarily participating in a brawl or dangerous activity not required to save 
a human life.
12.9 CDP is in no way responsible for damages caused by suspending 
and/or amending a trip due to force majeure, war, blockades, riots, strikes, 
social conflicts, acts of piracy or terrorism, epidemics or quarantines, 
disasters and natural catastrophes, nuclear fusion, fission, pollution or 
explosions or their consequences, the closure of departure, stopover or 
destination ports, the detention, requisition or seizure of the ship for any 
reason, the use of the ship for special State needs, or by the simple threat 
of the above events.
12.10 Where CDP as Cruise Organiser and/or Carrier and/or Package Seller 
is responsible for transporting luggage in the period before or after the 
ship lands, it acts as the Traveller’s authorised representative and its re-
sponsibility is not substituted for that of the carriers tasked with transport-
ing the baggage.
12.11 Luggage not claimed on the arrival of the ship or of any other trans-
port method stays in port at the Traveller’s expense and risk.
12.12 Any delay to baggage delivery that is detrimental to the Traveller 
will only give rise to compensation not exceeding 20% of the amount that 
would be due if luggage left in the hold were lost under the terms of Article 
12.2. CDP has 3 (three) months to search for lost luggage.
12.13 Except where specific written contractual agreement has been pro-
vided to the contrary, land and air transport, Transfers, watersports ac-
tivities and scuba diving from the ship, services included in the Pre- and 
Post-Cruise Services, Excursions/Extensions, excursions on land includ-
ing, where relevant, hotel and restaurant bookings and guided tours, even 
when reserved on the ship or through CDP and invoiced by the latter, are 
provided by independent third-party contractors who are not represen-
tatives or employees of the Cruise Organiser, Carrier, Package Seller and/
or CDP. Travellers use these services at their own risk and CDP, as Cruise 
Organiser, Carrier and/or Package Seller, acts only as an intermediary and 
does not assume any responsibility for these services, including cases 
of bodily injury or material damage, cancellation, delays or programme 
changes.
12.14 For Expedition Cruises, all Travellers taking part in external activities 
agree to participate in good conscience and only at their own risk. Each 
person is responsible for their own physical fitness, safety, behaviour and 
comfort. Travellers must attend on-board information briefings. CDP, its 
directors, administrators, officers, crew members and expedition team 
members, and activity leaders, cannot be held responsible for any loss or 
damage sustained while participating in external activities offered during 
Expedition Cruises.

13. Price adjustment
13.1 The prices quoted by CDP are based on economic conditions on 
the publication date. These economic data include, among other things, 
the cost of transport and fuel, charges and taxes relating to the services 
offered (fees to enter and/or leave countries visited, airport or port tax-
es, embarkation or disembarkation taxes, visa fees, tourist site entrance 
fees), exchange rates used when compiling programme prices. CDP 
expressly reserves the right to adjust prices. Any change to the costs of 
transport, fuel, tax, charges, euro or dollar exchange rates or special draw-
ing rights and visa fees will be fully reflected in trip prices by incorporat-
ing agent commission where required. Where the French Tourism Code 
applies, CDP can also lower the Price by applying Article L.211-12, on the 
understanding that in this case no price change can occur under 30 busi-
ness days before the scheduled departure date.
13.2 Where the French Tourism Code applies, the Traveller will be notified 
of price rises by registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt – or by 
any other means that allows for acknowledgement of receipt – with a no-
tice period of 30 (thirty) days before departure. Having been alerted, the 
Passenger and/or Ticket buyer can terminate their contract and obtain an 
immediate refund of the amount already paid penalty-free by contacting 
the Seller in writing within 7 (seven) days of being notified of the Price in-
crease.
For cruise services only, the potential daily surcharge (S) will be calculated 
as follows:

S = [(variation in MDO* price X MDO daily consumption**) / Ship capaci-
ty***] X MDO cruising time + [(variation in LNG* price X LNG** daily con-
sumption + variation in MDO* price X MDO** daily consumption/k**) / Ship 
capacity***] X LNG cruising time
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(*): MDO: Gasoil 0.1 FOB Rotterdam barge in $US
LNG Northern Hemisphere cruises: TTF + $2.5/MMBtu converted into 
tonnes with LNG heat of combustion = 46 MJ/kg, where $2.5/MMBtu cor-
responds to the cost of usage and bunkering at the LNG terminal in the 
Rotterdam area.
LNG Southern Hemisphere cruises: Henry Hub + $7/MMBtu converted 
into tonnes with LNG heat of combustion = 46 MJ/kg, where $7/MMBtu cor-
responds to the costs of relay to the liquefaction site + cost of liquefaction 
+ cost of delivery + cost of usage and bunkering.
(**): L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, LE SOLÉAL and LE LYRIAL: 20t; LE PONANT: 
5.5t; PONANT EXPLORERS ships: 15t; LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT: LNG 
36t; MDO 43t; k = 72.
(***): L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, LE SOLÉAL and LE LYRIAL: 200 for Expedition 
Cruises and 244 for other programmes; LE PONANT: 55; PONANT EXPLOR-
ERS ships: 172; LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT: 270 in the Northern Hemi-
sphere and 200 in the Southern Hemisphere; MS PAUL GAUGUIN: 332.

14. Travel insurance
14.1 The sale of Services by CDP does not include any kind of insurance.
14.2 CDP asks that every Traveller has full and adequate travel insurance 
covering the risks of cancellation, assistance being required, repatriation, 
damages to and loss of baggage, and medical expenses. Proof of this in-
surance must be sent to CDP before departure.
The Traveller is solely responsible for taking out such insurance at their 
own expense. CDP offers insurance covering these risks that can be taken 
out and paid for in full at the Acceptance of the Contract. Please contact 
us for more information. If the Traveller has not taken out such insurance, 
they accept responsibility and any costs linked to medical expenses, 
evacuation for health
reasons, or repatriation. For some specific cruises, CDP can ask Travellers 
who do not provide proof of insurance to sign a waiver.

15. After-sales
15.1 Any comment or claim relating to a trip or stay must be sent by reg-
istered letter with acknowledgment of receipt detailing precisely how the 
event unfolded and the alleged harm, either to Compagnie du Ponant 
- 408 Avenue du Prado 13008 MARSEILLE, FRANCE if the Traveller con-
cluded their Contract direct with CDP, or to the travel agency that sold the 
Services. This must be done within one month of the return date or the 
right to do so will be lost. CDP encourages passengers to fill in satisfaction 
surveys distributed on board the ship at the end of the Cruise.
15.2 Having contacted the after-sales service mentioned in Article 15.1, 
and if a satisfactory response is not received within 60 days, the Traveller 
can contact the French Travel and Tourism Ombudsman, details for which 
are available at www.mtv.travel.
15.3 Any legal action by a Traveller against CDP as Cruise Organiser and/
or Carrier must be brought within a certain period after the date the Trav-
eller disembarked or should have disembarked: 1 (one) year for material 
damage and 2 (two) years for bodily injury, otherwise the right to claim will 
be forfeited.
15.4 Any legal action against CDP as Package Seller must be brought within 
the time periods set out in Articles 2224 and 2226 of the French Civil Code.

16. Applicable Law and Jurisdiction
16.1 This Contract is governed by French law.
16.2 Only courts within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal de Grande Instance 
de Marseille, France, are competent to hear any case against CDP, its em-
ployees, subsidiaries, or subcontractors, even with the introduction of 
third parties.

17. Personal data & image rights
• Travellers, including minors and other people in the care of travellers, 
are liable to be photographed and/or filmed during their stay for commer-
cial purposes (the aforementioned photos and videos which feature the 
traveller can be purchased by the former as souvenirs). By participating in 
activities organised before, during or after their cruise, travellers authorise 
CDP to broadcast and or reproduce their image on digital terminals, digital 
monitors, computers, television screens in the staterooms and common 
areas, as well as on the CDP App and tablet to ensure distribution, promo-
tion and sales.
• Any reproduction or broadcasting of their image is occasional during the 
course of the cruise. Any films or photos taken will no longer be broad-
cast and/or reproduced on the ship after the people concerned have left 
the ship, and will be destroyed within two months to ensure a quality af-
ter-sales service if necessary.  
 • If travellers do not wish to be involved in reports / photos, they need to 
speak to one of the staff on board (Reception, Reception & Travel Manag-
er, Hotel Director, Cruise Director, Photographer, Video maker) and/or let 
their wishes be known when making the booking.
• A photo or photos may only be deleted if requested to do so by the trav-
eller(s).

18. Extract from the French Tourism Code
The information contained in the paper brochures and on the CDP web-
site constitutes the prior information provided to the Traveller and men-
tioned in Article L.211-9 of the French Tourism Code. However, in line with 
Article R.211-5 of the Tourism Code, Compagnie du Ponant expressly re-
serves the right to amend certain elements before the Acceptance of the 
Contract. Extract from the French Tourism Code establishing the rules for 
operations relating to the organisation and sale of journeys or stays:
Article R.211-3:
Subject to the exclusions set out in the third and fourth paragraph of Arti-
cle L.211-7, any offer and sale of travel services or stays will give rise to the 
delivery of appropriate documents meeting the requirements set out in 
this section. In the case of sale of air tickets or transport tickets on sched-
uled routes excluding the services related thereto, the seller shall deliver 
to the buyer one or several tickets for the entire trip issued by the carrier, 
or under its responsibility. In the case of transport on demand, the name 
and address of the carrier on whose behalf the tickets are issued must be 
mentioned.
Separately invoicing the various elements of the same tourist package 
price does not relieve the seller of their obligations under the regulatory 
provisions of this section.

Article R.211-3-1:
The exchange of pre-contractual information or the provision of contrac-
tual conditions shall be done in writing. This may be electronically under 
the terms of validity and conditions set out in sections 1369-1 to 1369-11 
of the French Civil Code. The name or business name and address of the 
seller and its registration in the register provided for in point a of Article 
L.141-3 or, where applicable, the name, address and registration of the 
federation or union mentioned in the second paragraph of Article R.211-2 
are mentioned.
Article R.211-4:
Prior to the Acceptance of the Contract, the seller must provide the cus-
tomer with information on prices, dates and other components of the ser-
vices provided during the journey or stay, such as:
1) The destination, means, characteristics and categories of transport 
used;
2) Type of accommodation, location, level of comfort and main features, 
its approval and its tourist classification corresponding to the regulations 
or customs of the host country;
3) Meals provided;
4) Description of the itinerary when it is a tour;
5) The administrative and health formalities to be completed by nationals 
of another EU member State or a State party to the European Econom-
ic Area agreement, notably as regards crossing borders and completion 
times;
6) Visits, excursions and other services included in the package or avail-
able at extra cost;
7) The smallest or largest size of the group required for the trip or stay to 
take place, as well as, if the trip or stay is subject to a minimum number 
of participants, the deadline set for informing the customer in the event 
of the cancellation of the trip or stay. This deadline cannot be less than 
twenty one days before departure;
8) The amount or percentage of the price to be paid as a deposit on the 
Acceptance of the Contract and the schedule for payment of the balance;
9) The methods of price adjustment as set out in the contract pursuant to 
Article R.211-8;
10) The terms and conditions for cancellation of a contractual nature;
11) Cancellation conditions set out in Articles R.211-9, R.211-10 and R.211-
11;
12) Information on the optional purchase of an insurance contract cover-
ing the consequences of certain cases of cancellation, or an assistance 
contract covering certain specific risks, including repatriation costs in the 
case of accident or illness;
13) When the contract includes air transport, information for each flight 
leg, under Articles R.211-15 to R.211-18.
Article R.211-5:
Prior information provided to the customer binds the seller, unless the 
seller has expressly reserved the right to amend certain elements with-
in it. In such a case, the seller must clearly indicate to what extent these 
changes may occur and to what elements.
In any event, the changes made to the prior information must be commu-
nicated to the customer in writing before the Acceptance of the Contract.
Article R.211-6:
The contract between the seller and buyer must be in writing, in two cop-
ies, signed by both parties, and one of which should be given to the buyer. 
When the contract is concluded electronically, it is concluded pursuant 
to Articles 1369-1 to 1369-11 of the French Civil Code. The contract must 
include the following clauses:
1) The name and address of the seller, their guarantor and their insurer, as 
well as the name and address of the organizer;
2) The travel destination(s) and, where there are multiple destinations, the 
relevant periods, with dates;
3) The means, characteristics and categories of transport to be used; the 
dates, times and points of departure and return;
4) The type of accommodation, location, level of comfort and main fea-
tures, and its tourist classification corresponding to the regulations or 
customs of the host country;
5) The meals provided;
6) The itinerary when it is a tour;
7) The visits, excursions or other services included in the total price of the 
trip or stay;
8) The total price of services invoiced and an indication of any adjustment 
to this billing under the provisions of Article R.211-8;
9) An indication, where applicable, of charges or taxes relating to certain 
services such as landing, disembarkation or embarkation fees at ports 
and airports and tourist taxes if these are not included in the price of the 
service(s) provided;
10) The timing and terms of payment; the final payment made by the buyer 
cannot be for less than 30% of the price of the trip or stay and must be 
made when documents for the trip or stay are issued;
11) Any particular terms and conditions requested by the buyer and 
agreed to by the seller;
12) The way in which the buyer can submit to the seller a complaint for 
non-performance, or poor performance of the contract. Any complaint 
must be sent as soon as possible by any means that allows for acknowl-
edgement of receipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.) and, where applica-
ble, notified in writing to the trip organiser and to the provider of services 
concerned;
13) The deadline for informing the buyer in the event of a trip or stay being 
cancelled by the seller, if the trip or stay is subject to a minimum num-
ber of participants in accordance with the provisions of point 7 in Article 
R.211-4;
14) The terms and conditions for cancellation of a contractual nature;
15) Cancellation conditions set out in Articles R.211-9, R.211-10 and R.211-
11;
16) Details about the risks covered and the amount of coverage under the 
insurance contract covering the consequences of the seller’s profession-
al liability;
17) Details about the insurance contract covering the consequences of 
certain types of cancellation taken out by the buyer (policy number and 
insurer’s name), as well as details about the assistance contract covering 
certain particular risks, including the cost of repatriation in the case of ac-
cident or sickness. In this case, the seller must provide the buyer with a 
document specifying at least the risks covered and excluded;
18) The deadline for informing the seller in the event of contract assign-
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ment by the buyer;
19) Commitment to provide the buyer, at least ten days before the sched-
uled date of departure, with the following information:
a) The name, address and telephone number of the seller’s local repre-
sentative or, in the absence thereof, the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of the local entities that may assist the customer in the event of 
difficulty or, in the absence thereof, the telephone number enabling the 
seller to be reached in the event of an emergency;
b) For foreign trips and stays by minors, a telephone number and an ad-
dress for direct contact with the child, or the person on-site locally re-
sponsible for the trip;
20) The clause providing for cancellation and refund without penalties of 
sums paid by the buyer in case of non-compliance with the information ob-
ligation in point 13 of Article R.211-4.
21) The commitment to provide the buyer, in good time before the start of 
the trip or stay, with times of departure and arrival.
Article R.211-7:
The buyer can transfer the contract to a transferee who fulfils the same 
conditions as they do for the trip or stay, as long as the contract has not yet 
had any effect. Unless more favourably stipulated to the transferor, they 
are obliged to inform the seller of their decision by any means that allows 
for acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.) no later 
than seven days before the start of the trip. In the case of a cruise, this 
period is extended to fifteen days. Assignment is not subject in any case 
to any prior authorisation by the seller.
Article R.211-8:
When the contract contains an express right to amend prices within the 
limits provided for in Article L.211-12, it must indicate the specific terms 
for calculating price changes, whether up or down, including the amount 
for related transportation costs and taxes, the currency or currencies that 
may affect the price of the trip or stay, the portion of the price to which 
the variation applies, and the exchange rate for the currency or currencies 
used as a reference when setting the price shown in the contract.
Article R.211-9:
When, before the buyer’s departure, the seller is forced to make a change 
to one of the essential elements of the contract such as a significant price 
increase, and when it disregards the obligation to inform referred to in 
point 13 of Article R.211-4, the buyer may, without prejudice to claiming 
compensation for any damages suffered, and after being informed of this 
by the seller using any means that allows for acknowledgement of receipt 
(fax, email, registered letter, etc.):
- Either cancel the contract and obtain immediate reimbursement of the 
sums paid;
- Or accept the modification or replacement trip offered by the seller; an 
amendment to the contract specifying the changes made is then signed 
by the parties; any decrease in price will be deducted from any amounts 
still due from the buyer and if the payment already made by the latter 
exceeds the price of the amended service, the overpayment must be re-
turned to them before the date of departure.
Article R.211-10:
In the event specified in Article L.211-14, when, before the buyer departs, 
the seller cancels the trip or stay, it must inform the buyer by any means 
that allows for acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, registered let-
ter, etc.); the buyer, without prejudice to claiming compensation for any 
damages suffered, shall obtain from the seller immediate reimbursement 
without penalty of the sums paid; in such event, the buyer shall receive an 
indemnity at least equal to the penalty they would have borne if cancella-
tion were a result of their own action on that date.
The provisions of this Article do not in any way represent an obstacle to 
the conclusion of an amicable agreement, the purpose of which is accep-
tance by the buyer of a replacement trip or stay as proposed by the seller.
Article R.211-11:
Where, after the buyer’s departure, the seller is unable to provide a major 
portion of the services under the contract, representing a significant per-
centage of the price paid by the buyer, the seller must immediately make 
the following provisions without prejudice to claiming compensation for 
any damages suffered:
- Either propose services to replace those specified, by possibly bearing 
any additional charge and, if the services accepted by the buyer are of 
a lower quality, the seller must reimburse them for the price difference 
upon their return;
- Or, if unable to propose replacement services or if these are refused by 
the buyer, provide transport tickets, without additional charge, to ensure 
their return, under terms and conditions that may be considered equiva-
lent, to the departure location, or to another location agreed between the 
two parties. The provisions of this Article shall apply in case of non-com-
pliance with the obligation under point 13 of Article R.211-4.
Article R.211-12
The provisions of Articles R. 211-3 to R. 211-11 must be reproduced in the 
brochures and on the travel contracts of those mentioned in Article L. 211-
1.
Article R.211-13
The buyer can no longer claim the benefit of the clause set out in point 20 
of Article R.211-6 after
the service has been provided.
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1.- The rates of our cruises are per person and include the following:
• All meals while on board the ship (from dinner on the day of 

embarkation to breakfast on the day of disembarkation)
• Captain’s welcome cocktail and gala dinner
• “Open Bar” (pouring wines, house champagne, alcohol except 

premium brands... list available upon request)
• Evening entertainment and events
• Room service 24h (special selection)
• Highly qualified bilingual French/English expedition team on all 

cruises identified by “Expedition” logo
• Free unlimited WIFI onboard
• On all our Antarctica cruises: complimentary parka for you to keep 

(no children sizes available) and complimentary use of boots 
especially adapted to the polar conditions

• Activities* proposed during your cruise onboard Commandant 
Charcot such as: snowshoeing, hiking, polar plunge, dry suit polar 
swim, zodiac cruises and hovercraft* transfers, citizen science 
and kayaking, 

• On Arctic cruises, the following activities are also proposed:  ice-
fishing and dogsledding (only on Reykjavik-Reykjavik departures 
of April 30, May 10 and May 22, 2022), 

*Activities are dependent on weather conditions and availability

1-1 Our  “Cruise, Flights and Transfers” program rates on 
Commandant Charcot are per person and also include following 
flights *:

• Cruise packages Reykjavik-Longyearbyen: one-way return flight to 
Paris 

• Cruise packages Longyearbyen-Longyearbyen: roundtrip flight 
from/to Paris 

• Cruise packages Longyearbyen-Reykjavik: outbound flight Paris to 
Longyearbyen  

• Cruise package Reykjavik-Nome: one-way return flight Nome to 
Seattle

The private chartered flights departing from Paris include the 
premium cabin class (more comfort and space, business class 
catering and 2 pieces of luggage of 23 kg/50 lbs per person).
A PONANT escort accompaniment from airport check-in until your 
embarkation onboard your cruise and vice-versa. 

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia cruise:
1-night stay in a 5*-star hotel in Santiago (Chile) (rooms available from 
late morning), dinner including beverage package, breakfast and 
transfer to the airport.
Flight Santiago / Punta Arenas.
Transfer to the port in time for embarkation.
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/
Santiago.

Ushuaia/Ushuaia cruises:
1-night stay in a 5*-star hotel in Santiago (Chile) (rooms available from 
late morning), dinner including beverage package, breakfast and 
transfer to the airport.
Flight Santiago / Ushuaia.
Transfer to the port in time for embarkation.
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/
Santiago.

Ushuaia/Dunedin cruise:
1-night stay in a 5*-star hotel in Santiago (Chile) (rooms available from 
late morning), dinner including beverage package, breakfast and 
transfer to the airport.
Flight Santiago / Ushuaia.
Transfer to the port in time for embarkation.
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Dunedin/
Auckland

Dunedin/Ushuaia cruise:
1-night stay in a 5*-star hotel in Auckland (New Zealand), dinner 
including beverage package, breakfast and transfer to the airport.
Flight Auckland / Dunedin
Transfer to the port in time for embarkation.
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/
Santiago.

Ushuaia/Montevideo cruise:
1-night stay in a 5*-star hotel in Santiago (Chile) (rooms available from 
late morning), dinner including beverage package, breakfast and 

transfer to the airport.
Flight Santiago / Ushuaia.
Transfer to the port in time for embarkation.

* All flights indicated and included in the cruise package are in 
economy class, baggage allowance of 2 pieces of 23 kgs / 50 lbs

Guests booked in the Owner Suite or Duplex Suites will benefit 
from an early check-in and room upgrade at the hotel selected by 
PONANT. The included transfers are private.

In case of the Traveller’s opposition, prior to the Signing of the 
Contract, to the (Hotel) + Flights and Transfers Service included 
in the Fixed-rate Package, a penalty fee of 30% of the Service 
amount excluding taxes will be charged to the Traveller.

2- Our cruise rates do not include:
• Any ground services before and/or after the cruise other than 

the ones mentioned in each “Hotel, flights, cruise and transfers” 
package and for which details are available upon request. Don’t 
hesitate to contact your travel agent or consult www.ponant.com  

• The optional pre and post cruise programs, overlands and 
excursions presented in the brochure and on www.ponant.com

• Visa expenses (which may include additional administrative 
charges imposed by the authorities of a country) and/or 
immigration reciprocity taxes if applicable.

• Gratuities to onboard crew, local guides and drivers 
• Luggage handling
• Optional Spa package to be booked prior your departure
• Kayaking and snowshoeing outings when offered onboard Boreal, 

Austral and Lyrial
• Beverages other than the ones mentioned
• Laundry services, hair salon and à la carte Spa treatments 
• Personal expenses, on board medical consultations and drug 

prescriptions
• Cancellation/luggage/assistance/repatriation/medical 

insurance(s)  

3-Ground services 
Ground services in the port of departure, transfers to the ship, 
including, as applicable, hotel room and restaurant bookings or 
guided tours, are performed by independent suppliers who are not 
employees of Compagnie du Ponant. In this respect, Compagnie 
du Ponant acts only as an agent and shall not be held liable for said 
services or for the acts or omissions of sub-contractors or other 
contractors. The passenger agrees that Compagnie du Ponant acts 
as agent and/or trustee for any person including ground and maritime 
agents and subcontractors, who provide any service forming, or in 
connection with, any part of the cruise. 
Our Cruise and Flights package programs are made in connection 
with Compagnie du Ponant selected regular or private charter 
flights. Final timings and schedule of the day by day program will be 
communicated with the cruise ticket. All our programs are based on 
economy class air and according to number of seats available. If the 
class is not available anymore, we will suggest, depending on the 
availability, extra seats with a supplement. 
On International flights, check-in luggage is limited to 23kg/50lbs 
and 8kg/11 to 17lbs per person for carry-on luggage (besides airlines 
frequent flyer advantages). On regular domestic or intercontinental 
flights, check-in luggage limits are between 15 and 20 kg/33 to 44lbs 
and 5 to 8kg/17lbs per person for carry-on. On Compagnie du Ponant 
Private charter flights, check-in luggage is limited to 23 kg/50lbs and 
5kg/11lbs maximum per person as carry-on. We thank you for taking 
these restrictions into account. Airline carriers charge for extra 
weight and sometimes refuse, for strict security reasons, to check-
in overweight and oversized luggage. Compagnie du Ponant and the 
airline carriers waive all liability for luggage with extra weight that is 
refused at the check-in.

3.1 Services included in “Cruise, Flights and Transfers packages: 
Packages “Cruise, Flights and Transfers” include ground services 
before and/or after the cruise as described in documents available 
15 months prior departure of each cruise and available on www.
ponant.com . However, the complete details will only be made 
available once the flight times have been confirmed (approximately 
3 months prior to departure).
3.2 Shore-side activities included during expedition cruises: 
By choosing an expedition cruise, passengers agree to follow the 
rules of good conduct presented by the expedition team during the 
cruise. We remind you that being properly equipped is essential 
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(clothing, sunglasses, etc.) and we recommend bringing binoculars 
to enable you to observe the wildlife comfortably and respectfully 
during your excursions and shore visits.

3.3 Pre and post-cruise programs and pre bookable tours
Pre and Post-cruise programs (as detailed on www.ponant.com), pre 
bookable tours and shore excursions are performed by independent 
suppliers who are not employees of Compagnie du Ponant. In this 
respect, Compagnie du Ponant acts only as an agent and shall 
not be held liable for said services or for the acts or omissions of 
sub-contractors or other contractors. The passenger agrees that 
Compagnie du Ponant acts as agent and/or trustee for any person 
including ground and maritime agents and subcontractors, who 
provide any service forming, or in connection with, any part of the 
cruise. 
Hotel accommodations are based on 4 and 5-star rated hotels. 
Official check-in time is 4pm, check-out time is 11am unless early 
check-in or late check-out supplement are paid.

Travellers are advised to check all the information with the 
authorities concerned prior to the departure date. CDP 
advises Travellers to consult the country factsheets relating 
to the chosen destinations. CDP specifically draws Travellers’ 
attention to the fact that the information provided may change 
up until the departure date, and they are advised to consult 
that information up until the time of departure.  CDP invites 
Travellers to adjust their behavior to the visited country, to 
exercise vigilance and to avoid carrying valuable objects during 
their travel.

3.4 Shore excursions
Unless otherwise noted, shore excursions are sold and charged 
on board and are ruled by general conditions that apply to the 
contract signed with the local tour operator and the relevant national 
regulations. The passenger agrees that CDP acts as agent and/or 
trustee for any person including ground and maritime agents and 
subcontractors, who provide any service in connection with any part 
of the cruise.

Excursions can involve activities that may not suit persons with 
disabilities. Prices are only given as an indication and may change. 
Before departure, you will receive a tour program detailing the 
excursions on offer with the latest rates. Five months before cruise 
departure, shore excursions can also be viewed on www.ponant.
com. Shore excursions are currently only bookable onboard. In the 
event of an excursion being cancelled due to a technical reason, 
shortage of participants or a case of force majeure, the client will 
not be charged and will not be eligible for any compensation. Please 
note that you will not be reimbursed for excursions if you cancel after 
registration. Any meals offered during excursions are simple and 
should not be compared to the standards on board the ship.

3.5 Expedition activities pre-reservations:
The expedition activities onboard Commandant Charcot are 
included. For those activities with a limited capacity, you will have the 
possibility to express your choice via the app or directly onboard. The 
captain and expedition leader will do all possible to accommodate 
everyone’s choice. The confirmation of your choice will be received 
onboard and are dependent on the weather and ice conditions.   

3-6 Kayaking, polar plunge, dry suit polar swim during polar 
expedition cruises
Guests wishing to take part in these activities will need to present:
• EKG (electrocardiogram), as well as a certificate of no 

contraindications to ice water immersion issued by your general 
practitioner in addition to the PONANT medical questionnaire 
(except kayaking).

• A 50 meters swimming certificate
This information will have to be received by PONANT medical 
department for approval, at least 45 days prior to your embarkation. 

The official currency on board PONANT vessels is the Euro. 
When you arrive on board, an imprint of your credit card will be 
required. The evening before disembarkation, an invoice detailing 
your on-board spending will be delivered to your cabin. Credit card 
or cash payment will be accepted only.
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In keeping with our sustainable development approach,

we have printed your brochure and its accompanying letter  
on 100% recycled paper.

You can recycle them again to extend their life cycle.

The life cycle of your 
brochures

 

Whether on land or onboard, your safety is our primary concern. 

Since its inception, our Anti-Covid health protocol has ensured guests’ 
health when travelling with us. PONANT is continuing to adapt and 
optimise its already robust protocol.

To find out more, scan the pictogram opposite with your mobile phone 

(if compatible) or go to https://uk.ponant.com/sail-with-confidence.

Winner of “Best Cruise Company”
at the “Victoires du Tourisme” awards

for four consecutive years.

Winner of  
“Boutique Cruise Company“ at the  

World Luxury Travel Awards 2021 in Europe

Winner of  
“Best Cruise and Expedition operator”

Travel & Leisure India’s Best Awards 2020

2019 Cruise Passenger Readers’ Choice  

Awards in “Best Adventure Cruise line”
category in Australia
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram: @lecommandantcharcot

Youtube: PONANT Cruises

@LeCommandantCharcot

Twitter: @ponant_cruises




